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turning tndtcators. on hause butlding.
Sharing the Mercury Planet awards All finalists were presented wtth

of f. 2,500 for the most socially or err- certificates and Texas Instruments
vironmentally aware projcct were 16- calculators, while their schools or col-
year-old Sarah Preson from Blyth Rt- Ieges received Mercury compatible
dley High School in Blyth, Northum- telephones.
berland, for her 'Poor Circulation The YEDAawards were presented
Monitor - PCM', and 17-year-old by His Royal Htghness: the Duke of
Steven Mather from Cheltenham Col- York, patron of The YEDA Trust,
lege. one of tbe oldest public schools which governs the competition, and
in t.he UK. for his 'Asepstrneter' - an the names of the winners and run-
improved digital peak expiratory-f1ow ners-up were announced by Miss
meter. Both successful finalists devel- Metra Stuart of BBC Television News.
oped thetr devices to deal with the atl-
ments they suffer from - Sarah from
Raynaud's disease and Steven from
asthma.
In addition, the overall winner in

each age grou p recerved a Texas In-
struments TravelMate notebook corn-
puter for their school or college, a
cash awards, and a YEDA trophy,
sculpted by Sir David Hughes, using
solid bronze and silver.
In the senior category (18-25),

Martin Foley (22) of Brunel University
in Egham won a prtze of ä; 1,000 for
hts 'Freeboard' - a mulu-access corn-
puter keyboard emulator for disabled
PC users. Christopher Kirkham (24).
also from Brunel, won the second
prize of j; 500 for his 'Nautilus', a
sailboat racing starting aid for race
officials. Alison Chappell (24). agatri
from Brunel, won the third prize of
.f, 250 for her card-operated street
condom vending machine.
In the intermediate category

(15-17), Steven Maher (17) from Chel-
tenham College took the first prize of
.f, 750 for hts 'Asepsrmeter" . David
Wilson (16) of Merchiston Castle
Schoo!. Ediburgh, won the second
prize of j; 400 for his RAPP (remotely
activating power potn ts) device. The
third prize of j; 200 was shared by
Mark Edgerton (16) of Colstori's Col-
lege, Brtstol. with his 'Peak Charge'. a
new destgn of NiCd Battery Charger.
and Timothy Munn (16) of Sandown
High School, Sandown, lsle of Wight.
wtth hts foghorn operation system for
small boats.
In the junior category runder 15),

Lars Blackmore (14) of Sevenoaks
School, Sevenoaks, Kent. won the
first prtze of;E 500 for his low-cost re-
verstng Indlcator for cars ustng ultra-
sound. The second prize of .f, 250
went to Ross Adams (14) of Coleraine
Boys' School, Coleraine, Northern Ire-
land, for a device that deters able-
bodied drivers from parking in spaces
allocated to dtsabled drivers. Third
prize of J; 150 went to Colin Miskelly
(14) of St. Mac Nissis College, Carn-
lough. Northern Ireland, for 'Veler-
ousc', an electronic board game based

YOUNG ELECTRONIC DESIGNERS
SHOW THEIR PACES

ATTHE SCIENCE MUSEUM
Highly creative uses of electronics
were on show in London's Science
Museum in April when the finals of
the annual Young Electronic Designer
Awards (YEDA) competition took
place.
Twenty finalists, whose ages

ranged from 14 to 25, were showtng
their elcctronrc innovations, which
ranged from a drive alert to keep
drowsy drivers awake to an electronic
gadget to check the degree of Ray-
naud's disease*.
The annual competition, whtch

began in 1985, ts open to students in
full-ttrne edu catton at universities,
colleges and secondary schools.
YEDA's atrn is to encourage stu-

dents to blend electronics know-how
wtth business skills and so desrgn
products that stand a real chance of
commercial success. Business realism
is emphasized because YEDA trustees
firmly believe that an understanding
of true commerctal demands is an es-
sential preparation for any career.
Co-s ponsored this year by Texas

Instruments and Mercury Commu-
ntca-ttone. the YEDA competrtton
once again attracted hrgh-quahty en-
trtes.
Seventeen year old Martin John-

stone of Kingussie High School in
Highland won the Texas Instruments
Prize of.f. 2,500 for the most commer-
cially viable project wrth his 'MJ
Swttch'. which is a device for tndtcat-
ing the turrung and braking of a veht-
c1ewhile carrying bicyc1es at the rear.
Martin told Elektor Electronics: "I was
driving with my dad one day on a
tourist road when we noticed how
many of them dtd not have a correct
method of signalling as the cycles
they were oarrytng at the rear of their
vehicles were obscurtng their vehtcles'
rear ligh ts" .
Martin, who is taking Higher Craft

Design in Scotland, began thinking of
how to salve this problem electront-
cally and desrgned the 'MJ Switch,
which comprtses four light-dependent
resistors (LDRs) and an electronic cir-
cuit. The devtce is plugged into the
ctgar lighter of the car, while the four
LDR sensors are located at the veht-
cles rear lights, brake lights and

* A paroxysmal disorder of the arteries
of the fingers and toes characterized
by attacks of pain in them, the fingers
or toes gctng white and then bIue,
usually after exposure to cold or
stress.
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SPEED UP PACE OF
INFORMATIONSUPERHIGHWAY

At arecent international conference" in
Brussels, Sir Iain Vallance, chairman of
Brtttsh Telecom, said that firm and prac-
tical action was now essential to make
the Information Superhighway a real-
tty. He told the conference that the pol-
itical will and general recognttton ofthe
need for change were no langer enough.
The 07 countries should agree a plan for
the convergence of ttmescales for a fully
open and consistently regulated corn-
munications market.
Sir Iain continued to say that "there

is little - tf any - stgn of early movement
in the two largest markets in conttnen
ta1 Europa [Germany and France). Wehave
to ask whether there is a place in this COID-
petitive market for companies or alliances
who continue to enjoy protected status
in their horne markets."
Sir lain called on governments and reg-

ulators to allow competttton to flourish.
He endorsed the tdea of a European reg-
ulatory body to set and enforce policy
guidelines for the communications in-
dustries and which would ensure con-
sistency ofrules and rule-making through-
out Europe. It would form a link wtth
national regulatory bodies as impl e-
mentors to embrace broadcasting, cable
TV and the electronic publishing Indus-
tries. and be in a position to reduce ieg-
ulation where there was established corn-
petition and market access.
"The Telecommunications Superhigh-
way - Aceeierating the Pace in Europe.

"MlCROELECTRONlCS IN
BUSINESS" EXTENDED

The Department of Trade and Industry
has announced that tts ..Microelectronics
in Bustness" technology transfer pro-
gramme is to be extended with the ad-
dition of a .f. 1 million Programmable
Microelectronics module.
'Thedectston towiden the scopeofthe

original programme has been taken as
a result of surveys potnting to a generat
lack of awareness and knowledge of the
technology and its benefits amongst UK
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industry.
In particular, arecent survey com-

missioned byNew Electronics ofUK com-
panies that use electronics in their prod-
ucts concIudes that only 25% ofthose not
using microcontroller could supply a
positive reason for not adoptmg the tech-
nology. Even companies currently ustng
microcontrollers were faund to be uri-
aware of recent advances.
Nevertheless. "The first year results

of the Microelectronics in Business pro-
gramme ar-e very encouraging", said
Industry and EnergyMinisterTim Eggar
on the occasion ofthe programmc's first
anniversary. "UK industry c1early needs
the competitive advantages of custom
circuit - ASIC - technology .",
The programnie was established last

year in response to survey results tndt-
cating that many firms were etther not
aware ofthe relevance of custom ctrcuit
technology to their business or overes-
timated the cost and difficulty of de-
stgrung custom circuit devices.
..Microelectronics in Business atms to

alter this perception through a struc-
tured programme of education and prac-
tical help. The programme is also prov-
ing beneficial to the mtcroelectromcs in-
dustry by creattng a more receptive mar-
ket Ior its products". said Mr Eggar.
"In the first year every mainland UK

company that uses electronics. and a
further 10.000 companies in related ac-
tivities, have been sent information on
the business benefits to be derived from
ustng microelectronics; the ftrst two sup-
port centres established under the scheme
(Bournemouth University and Bolton
Institute) have alone responded to more
than 700 enquiries about the programme;

105 companies have now become
Microelectronics in Business customers
and recerved demonstrations ofleading-
edge, tndustry-standard tools and sup-
port capabilities. Half of them have su b-
sequently modified or upgraded their
original plans."

1995 TOPTECHNICIAN IN
INDUSTRIALELECTRONICS

Twenty-one-year-old Matthew Swtft. a
computer integrated manufacture engi-
neerwith the Dynamics Division ofBrttish
Aerospace in Lostock, ts this year's win-
ner of the Top Technician in Industrial
Electrorncs competition. The announce-
ment of the winner was the culmination
of a four-day national final held recently
at the Training Centre of EEV Ltmtted,
Europe's largest Electron Tube manu-
facturer, inChelmsford, UK. In present-
ing the prize of a colour notebook com-
puter, SirJohn Cassels, Chairman ofUK
SkiIls, expressed hls pleasure at the high
standard of competitors, who had been
chosen for the final from regional events
held last year. He thanked the organiz-
ers ofthe event and congratulated Matthew
Swift on his impressive achtevement.
All eight finalists were set theory and
draughting papers and were required to
undertake a practrcal tcst.
The competttton.jotntly organized by

the Institution ofElectronics and Electncal
Incorporated Engtneers (IEEIE) and The
Institution ofElectrical Engmeers (lEE).
aims to enhance and improve the skills
of electronics techntctans in the UK.The
1995 event has the backing of US Skills
and was sponsored by a number oflead-
ing companies.

Later thts year, the winner will travel to
Lyon. France. to compete on behalf of
the UK in the International Youth Skill
Olympres. an event held every twc years
in one of the member countrtes of the
International Organizatton for the pro-
motton ofVocational Training.
The runner-up, Alastair Brady, aged

20, was presented with a black-and-white
notebook computer. Alastair is a soft-
ware englneer with British Aerospace
Defence Military Alrcraft Ud, Preston.
The other six finalists in the competi-

tion were OeoffreyGarland (GECMarconi
Avionics, Basildon, Essex); Jimmy King
and lan Saunders (British Aerospace
Defence Ud, Stevenage. Herts); Darren
Oram (Racal Radar Defence Systems,
New MaIden, Surrey); and Steven
Smethurst and Darren Taylor, Brtttsh
Aerospace Defence, Lostock, Bolton.

. DISKWARS
Allis not weil in the bigworld ofvideodisks.
Sony of Japan and Philips of the
Netherlands are going ahead with thetr
digital video disk. However, they are up
agatrist formidable opposition from
Toshiba, Pioneer and Matshushita. allof
Japan. who have developed their own
version.
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VGA DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER

This artiele deseribes a distribution amplitier tor VGA eards
whieh allows you to do, tor instanee, a small presentation
running on one PC, with the video output routed to a loeal and
a remote monitor. Alternatively, the distribution amplitier may
help to drive long eables when the monitor is loeated at a
eonsiderable distanee trom the PC.

Source: Sontronic, design by K.Walraven

ITa11 seems so simple: insert the
DßI5 plug at the end of the monitor

cable into the socket on the VGA eard
in the pe, and the monitor displays
the video stgnal. In a number of cases,
however. things are not so simple.
Problems are sure to artse, for in-
stance. if you want to connect more
than one display to a VGA card, or if a
very lang cable (with a length of more
than 10 m) is to be used. Ta make sure
that the quality of the displayed pic-
ture is above reproach, tbe analogue
video signal must have the proper level
(0.75 Vpp to 1.0 Vpp); it must be free
from induced notse. and, finally, its
pulse edges should rctatn thctr origi-
nal steepness. In addition to the three
analogue video signals, R(ed). G(reen)
and Bflue). the connector also carries
one or two digital synchroruzatton sig-
nals. These stgnals have TTL levels.

The synchromzatton stgnal received by
the monitor has a much lower fre-
quency than the video stgnals. and will
rarely be lugher than 100 kHz or so.
While most VGAmonitors are satts-

fied with a ccmbtned eynchrontzatton
stgnal. a few requtre separate horizon-
tal and vertical synchronization stg-
nals. Many VGA cards supply a
combined synchronization stgnal at
the horizontal sync output ptn.

In practice
The video output stage of an ordtnary
pe video card (VGAor SVGA)supplies
an electrical signal which normally
meets al1 requirements without the
slightest problem. When two monitors
are connected in parallel to such a
card, however, the signal level will
drop appreciably owing to the low load

impedance. The actuaJ remaining stg-
nal level at each monttcr input ts then
only two-thtrds of the nominal level.
When long eables are used, the stccp-
ness of the stgnal edges is reduced by
stray capacitanee. the signal level
drops, and the risk of noise degradtng
the ptcture quality increases.
Today's video cards are capable of

supplying signals with a frequency of
well over 100 MHz to produce crtsp
(SjVGAImages on a monitor. Nor sur-
pristngly. the cable between the video
card and the monitor input has a
streng effect on the picture quality.
The VGA distribution amplifier de-
scribed in this article ensures proper
buffering of the video signals, and en-
ables the above mentioned negative ef-
feets to be kept to aminimum.
Video stgnals with such high fre-

quenctes make high demands on the
eonneetion between the monitor and
the video card. Aspects to be taken
irrte account tnclude the proper termt-
nation impedance for the video amplt-
fier, the rtght type of connecting cable,
and proper impedance matehing be-
tween the output on the video card
and the monitor input.
In order to sattsfy all these require-

ments, a fast wideband opamp type
LTI227 is used to process the RGß
signals. The LTl227 is a current feed-
back amplifier manufactured by Linear
Technology. A feature of this opamp is
that tts bandwidth is almost gain-tnde-
pendent. The LTI227 sports a band-
width of at least 140 MHz. A cheaper,
lower-spec, variety, the LT1252, still
achieves an impressive bandwidth of
100 MHz. A short background er to
current feedback opamp technology is
gtven in an inset further on in thts ar-
ticle.

Thecircuit
The circutt diagram of the video dtetn-
button ampltfier is given in Fig. 1.
Because the eard will norrnally be used
with an IBM-pe or compatible, It takes
the form of a pe insertion eard. The
advantages of doing so are (I) to avoid
external cables; (2) to economize on a
power supply: (3) to make sure that
the amplifier is always co-sl ted wtth
the pe. Those of you who use a non-
IBM type of computer will have to
butld the eard into a small enclosure,
whieh should also contain a dedicated
power supply.
Wtth reference to the ctrcuit dta-

gram, the video stgnal supplied by tbe
VGA insertion eard is connected to ~.
The monitor which remains elose to

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS ruNE 1995



VGA DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER I
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Fig. 1. This circuit allows you to connect more than one monitor to a pe.

the pe is connected to K;,. K3 must al-
ways be used. Connector K2 is in-
tended for the extra monitor. This
output supplies the buffered video sig-
nal.
The digital synchronization signals,

HS and VS, are connected directly to
the corresponding outputs on connec-
tor K3. The HS (horizontal synchro-
nization) signal is buffered by gates
Je4c and Je4d (74128) and subse-
quently applied to pin 13 of K2• The
other sync stgnal. VS (vertical synchro-
nization) is buffered by Je4b and Je4a
before it is applied to pin 14 of connec-
tor K20 The buffers contatned in the
74128 are capable of driving loads
with an impedance of 75 n direct1y.
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JUNE 1995

Because the sync inputs on most mon-
itors have a relatively high input im-
pedance. the low source impedance of
the buffers ensures a proper stgnal
level at all times.
The video stgnals, R, G and S, are

c1eaned and shaped up witb tbe aid of
the previously menttoned current feed-
back opamps. The three colour srgnals
are processed identically. The R(ed)
signal fumtshed by the computer is
applied to pin 1 of 1(". This stgnal is
passed directly to connector K3. The
monitor on this connector ensures the
proper termination of thts video line.
In order to change the impedance as
ltttle as possible, the video arnplifier is
wired to present a relatively high input

IC4 = 74128

5V~

" CI

Poo"
950017 • 11

impedance of about 1 kQ. This value
hardly affects tbe line impedance while
ensuring a proper connection to
ground. This is necessary because out-
put K3 may be connected to an AC-
coupled monttor. when the level at the
Input of the video opamp is not defined
without the l-kQ resistor.
Oparnp ICI Ia wired as a non-tnvert-

ing ampltfter with a voltage gain of x2.
The gain ts determined by resrstors R2
and R3. The values used ensure an ef-
fectrve bandwidth of 75 MHz when an
LTI227 Is used, or 66 MHz when an
LTI252 is used. Within this band-
widtb, tbe gam response of tbe ampli-
fler has a ripple of only 1 dB.
The output of the opamp is con-
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nected to aseries resistor of 75 Q to
make sure that it supplies the same
stgnal level as that presented on con-
nector Kt. Remember, the opamp has a
gain of x2. while the series resistor ef-
fectively halves the output voltage
agatri when a monitor with an nominal
input impedance of 75 Q is connected.

Capacitors Cl and C2 serve to decouple
the supply voltage.
The amplifiers are powered via con-

nector Kl. which is inserted into a free
expansion slot in the PC. Two LC net-
works, LI-C9 and ~-C8. are inserted in
the +12-V and -12-V supply lines to
divert noise and spurious pulses.

o

o
o
.... o

Fig. 2. Track layout and component mounting plan of the single-sided printed circuit board
designed for the VGA distribution amplifier (board available ready-made, see page 70).

I) 11I "" 111I1111I11111111I11 LL

Construction

The VGAdistribution amplifier is best
built on the single-sided printed cir-
cuit board whose artwork is shown in
Fig. 2. This board is available ready-
made through the Readers Services.
and comes with pre-tinned contact fin-
gers (Kd. The PC card bracket men-
ttoned in the parts list comes
ready-drilled with three holes for the
respective connectors. K2• K3 and Kt. If
you want to use a 'blank' cardbracket,
you will have to cut the holes yourself
with the aid of the template shown in
Fig.4.
Before you start soldering away.

make sure the insertion card fits in
your computer. especially if you are
using an older brand of PC which may
not have enough room between expan-
sion bus slots.
Start the construction by fitting the

wire links and the connectors on to the
board. You will notice that there are
quite a few wire links. but that is hard
to avoid on a single-sided printed cir-
cuit board.
Unfortunately. the 74128 may be

hard to obtain locally. The more com-
mon 74LS02 may then be used as a
reasonable alternative. Do not use HC
or HCTvers ions of this IC.
Once all components have been fit-

ted on to the board, and the sold er

COMPONENTS LIST

° Resistors:
R"Rs,R9 = 1kQ
R2,R3,R6,R7,RlO,R" = 820Q
R4,Ra,R12 = 75Q

Capacitors:
C'-C6 = 10nF
C7 = 100nF
Ca,C9 = 10IJF 63V

Inductors:
L"L2 = 100 IJH

Semiconductors:
IC,;IC2;IC3 = LT1227 (Linear
Technology*)
IC4 = 74128 or 74LS02

Miscellaneous:
K2;K3;K4 = 15-way sub-D socket,
angled, for PCB mounting.
One PC insertion card bracket KHPC-
0-071 (Fischer**).
Printed circuit board, order code
950017-1 (see page 70).

* MicroCall (01844) 261678.
** Dau Components (01243) 553031.
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CURRENT FEEDBACK
AMPLIFIERS

Current feedback amplifiers are aften
presented as the latest technology with
perfect characteristics. And yet, the
technology is not at all new. Indeed,
there Is evidence which suggest that
current feedback is even older than
voltage feedback. The principle of
current feedback has existed for more
than 55 years. It was first applied by
William R. Hewlett while developing
phase his famous sinewave oscillator
which dates from 1939. Cerhode
feedback, the vatve-era equivalent of
current feedback, was a weil
established technique in RF circuits
dating from the 1930s, 40s and 50s, the
simple reason being that there was no
other electrode on the valve to which
feedback could be appfied.
The- differences between voltage
feedback and current feedback are very
small. Indeed, it is hard to tel! them
apart in many circuits. The symbols of
the opamps used are the same, and the
calculations to define the response of
the amplifier are based on virtually
identical equations. The differences
between a voltage feedback opamp and
a current feedback opamp are,
however, immediately evident by
looking at the bandwidth of the
amplifiers and their response to large
input signals. With current feedback
amplifiers, the bandwidth is not
proportional to the voltage gain.
The drawing shows the characteristics
of a voltage feedback apamp and a
current feedback opamp. With the
valtage feedback type, the effective
bandwidth drops Iinearly when the

,
-10 f----+--+----1!+"":--l\ ",
-20100k':::---'.':.--'''OM::--'c'OO''M'-----'''G-

closed-Ioop gain is increased. Current
feedback opamps are virtually free fram
this disadvantage.
Recently, a number of current feedback
opamps for general use have appeared
on the electronics merket, allowing this
interesting device to be used for many
applicatians withaut running into high
cost, However, current feedback
apamps also have an important
disadvantage: their d.c. behaviaur IS
rather paar as compared with regular
opamps. Fortunately, that is immaterial
for many appllcetions, where they can
be used to great advantage.
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work has passed a thorough inspec-
tion, the card is ready to be plugged
Into your pe. Connect the video output
on the video card to socket K-t on the
VGA distribution amplifier. This
should be a pin-for-ptn connection
consisting of a short piece of cable
with a plug at both ends. Such cables '
are avatlable ready-made. The monitor
whtch belongs to the computer is con-
nected to socket K:3. while the 'remotc'
monttor is connected to K2. To make
sure that the VGA eard in your pe can
read the 3-bit (but more usuaJIy 2-bit)
monitor identification code. link ptns
4. 11 and 12 of connectors K, and K.,.
That is easily done wtth the aid of
three short insulated wtres. The moru-
tor connected to K3 then determines
the video mode. After swttching on the
computer, both monitors should pro-
duce a clear and stable Image.
If YOll want to connect up more than

two monttors. that can be achieved by
building more distribution amplifiers.
Socket K., is then looped through to K,
on the next distribution card. The
'Iocal' monitor is connected to socket
K3 on the last card in the chain.
Cascading the cards in this way allows
you to connect one additional monitor
per card.
If you can live with some loss of

quality, a second monitor can be con-
nected to the card. That can be
achieved by connecting a resistor of
75 Q to each video amplifier output
(pin 6) to create an extra output. and
then collecting the R G B and sync

1000

) )
.x-

--::= -
;:::-

~ < -~•,
~· ..:::-,
• ~• ~
~• . -= C.-o •~~

~ 0~" ~
" I
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Fig. 4. 11you can not get hold of the pre-
drilled insertion card bracket from Fischer,
make your own from a blank plate with the
aid of these measurements.

VGA DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER 11I

Fig, 3, Finlshed prototype of the distribution
amplifier. The three sockets are secured on a
pe insertion card bracket 1rom Fischer.

outputs on an extra socket. Tlus solu-
tion roughly halves the video band-
width. Fortunately. the picture qualrty
will still be adequate for a regular VGA
monitor.
The distribution amplifier draws a

current of about 30 mA. The oparnps
run slightly warm after a while - this
is normal and no cause for alarm.

(950017)

PIN# ASSIGNMENT PIN # ASSIGNMENT

t Red (0· 0.7V) 9 NJA

a Green (0 - 0.7V) 10 Sync return

3 Blue (0 - 0.7V) " Mon 10 (0) (in)

• Mon 10 (2) (in) ta Mon 10 (1) (in)

5 Ground ta Horizontal Sync (out)

6 Red return ,. Vertlcal Sync (out)

7 Green return 15 (reserved)

• Blue return
95OO17.1j

Fig. 5. VGAlSVGA socket pinout.
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FOCUS ON: THEWORLD OF RADIO

AND TV AMATEURS
If there is a sub-field of electronics wh ich is never boring or
totally foreign to the man in the street, it is radio. Radio will
continue to be important because it is inevitably tied up with
the basic human need to communicate. Radio amateurs, for
instance, communicated by satellite long before you could
even watch satellite TV programmes. Similarly, their packet
radio networks were in existence ten years before the
breakthrough of Internet, and they pioneered microwave
communication decades before you could walk in the street
talking into your mobile phone.
This article aims at giving the radio bug to those of you with
just a general interest in electronics. In addition, some of the
recent developments in this ever so lively pastime are
discussed.

By our editorial staff

THE great thing about being a li-
cenced radio amateur (of any class) is

that you are never stuck for ideas, help-
ful suggestions or even components when
it comes to solving a problem related to
electronics project construction. The
radio amateur is never a lone battler be-
cause he can reach his allies via a variety
of media, including telephony, television
or even computer mail by air (free of
charge, as opposed to any link by tele-
phone). So,..i.f you have ever had the
desultory feeling of being the only elec-
tronics enthusiast for miles around, and
have no Olle to assist you, consider seri-
oualy becoming a radio amateur. The
hobby will put you in touch with hun-
dreds of electronics enthusiasts of a wide
diversity of educational levels. Many
radio amateurs are friends for life al-
though they live thousands of miles
apart, and have never actually met each
other in person. In the UK, the Radio
Communications Agency (RCA) and the
Radio Society of Great Britain (RSGB)
will be pleased to show you the ropes to
this highIy interesting and educational
pastime.
After a decline during the past five

years or so, the number of licenced radio
amateurs is on the rise again, witness
the latest reports of the IARU
(International Amateur Radio Union).
The temporary drop in active amateurs
is probabIy owing to the growing popu-
larity, at the same time, of the personal
computer. Now, the two hobbies are
linked by the tremendous interest in

packet radio, and even those who once
gave up the tuning dial for the PC key-
board are now back on the air again as
enthusiastic 'packeteers'. Also, horne con-
struction is back on the rise again, with
many amateurs becoming aware of the
educational value of building a project,

as compared to buying off the shelf and
never knowing how it actually works.
This goes for simple projects, like power
supplies, to more complex stuff like a
DTMF-over-air controlled digital heart
for the local repeater station.

A mode for everyone
Radio amateurs, after having been Ii-
cenced for a while, typically tend to pick
up a specialisation within the hobby.
This is partly brought about by the Ii-
cencing system, which allows you to do
the RAE (Radio Amateurs' Examination)
only, and take a 'B' licence for 50-MHz
(6-m band) and up only. For the 'full' or
'A' licence you have to pass a 12-wpm
morse proficiency test as well. which on
passing allowa you to use a11radio bands,
including those below 50 MHz. Although
the full licence gives you many more
bands to work cn, many 'B' licensees re-
rnain B's forever because they are not in-
terested in the extremely crowded
shortwave bands. Similarly, many 'A' li-
censees are never heard on the VHF and
UHF bands. A special category is formed
by the 'Novice' licensees, who take a sim-
plified exam (also 'A' or 'B').
Unfortunately, the Novice licence is not
(yet) commonplace in all countries, at

Fig. 1. Going mobile? This is the PRC-2250-MILspecial ruggedized 150-waU 1 to 30-MHz
AM/CW/SSBtranscelver from SGC. The rig features 100 user programmable channels, plus
644 factory programmed ITU channels for voice and data. Also suitable for RTTY,ARQ, FEC
and Packet.
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least not in those in which amateur radio
is regulated by CEPT Recommendation
TIR 61-01 (see Table 3). The Novice li-
cence was first used in the UK.
A distinction is also often made be-

tween amateurs who build their own
equipment, and those who use off-the-
shelf rigs and antennas only. That dis-
tinctiou does not exist because (1) it is
impossible to make everything yourself
eheaper than you can buy it ready-made,
and (2) there is some home-brew item in
any radio amateur's shack.
Still on the subject of diversification,

scme general points will be made on the
most popular specialisms available to
radio amateurs.

RTTY. Plain telexing seems to have dis-
appeared nowadays, being replaced by
more intelligent systems like AMTOR
(amateur telex over radio) and PACTOR.
AMTOR is a synchronous IOO-baud sys-
tem which has two primary operaring
modes: ARQ (automatie repeat request)
and FEe (forward error ccrrection). Most
long-distance RTTY traffic is found in
the shortwave bands, particularly, in the
Ba-rn (3.5 MHz) and 20-m (14 MHz)
bands. Most radio amateurs have now
got rid of old mechanical telex machines,
and have taken to using PCs and special
interface cards.

CW. Morse (CW) still has its staunch
supporters but is definitelyon the de-
cline, being inherently slow as compared
with almost any digital communication
protocol. Interestingly, this mode was of-
ficially abandoned for coastguard com-
munications not so long ago. None the
less, there are still many radio amateurs
who love to make very long distance con-
tacts using their morse key and a very
low power transmitter.

SSTV. Slow-scan television (J2F), too,
will never be the same since the P'C ar-
rived. These days, cornputer-generated
pictures are exchanged in colour mainly
via the 20-m band, sometimes in two-way
links using error-correcting systems.

Fax. Mechanical systems are rapidly
being replaced by computers. A special
area is formed by weather fax reception,
which uses terrestrial transmitters, low-
orbiting satellites (NOAA, GOES) as weil
as the geostationary Meteosat at about
1.7 GHz. No licence is required to receive
weather fax signals, which are of great
interest to amateur meteorologists. Here,
as in many other areas, radio amateurs
have been in the forefront of modern de-
velopments.

Amateur satellites. Radio amateurs
have pioneered communication by satel-
lite, indeed, they have for many years
built and opera ted their own satellites.
The best known 'ham sats' are those in
AMSAT's 'OSCAR' (Orbiting Satellite
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GUIDE TO FAX RADIO S'TAT\ONS
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Fig. 2. Many radio amateurs, including those who have receiving equipment only, enjoy
scouring the radio spectrum for exotic utility stations anywhere on and above the globe (ex-
traterrestrial signals? weil, no, they are just satellites). Worldwide, there are thousands of
these stations for weather fax, telex, press information, maritime and aircraft use, together
with beacons, frequency standards, time standards and many more. Klingenfuss Publications
supplya range of books, and, recently, a CD-ROM, wh ich provide a wealth of information on
this fascinating aspect of the radio hobby. Remarkably, the information contalned in these
publications ls compiled and updated on the basis of the publishers' own radio monitoring
expeditions.

Carrying Amateur Radio) series, which
became popular through their 2-m band
transponders. Arecent development is

the use of satellites totally geared to
packet radio cornmunication (PACSAT).
This will undoubtedly lead the way to-

Fig. 3. The shorter the waves, the longer the faces? Certainly not! People interested in com-
munication at frequencies from VHF and up towards daylight (weil, 144 GHz, for instance)
have traditionally formed aseparate interest group within the amateur radio fraternity. Any
frequency below 430 MHz is d.c. to the real microwave enthusiast, who has no QSL cards, no
morse key and no shortwave receiver, except, perhaps, one that functions as an SSB demod-
ulator only. In his pockets are pieces of waveguide, Gunn diodes, maps of mountainous
areas, a micrometer and, of course, his very own magazine ca lied VHF Communications.
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wards Microsoft's initiative to cornmis-
sian satellites for computer communica-
tion. When these plans get off the ground
(hi) radio amateurs with experience in
war king via satellite will have a great
technical advantage. In general, the
equipment needed to communicate via
satellite in the 2-m band is very simple
indeed, and antenna tracking 18 not al-
ways necessary.

Fast-sean television. ATV (amateur
television), mode C3F, is among the most
exciting müdes, simply because 'live' or
recorded pictures ean be made to appear
on anormal 'tel1y'. Invariably, a dernon-
stration of a two-way ATV contact with
pictures in colcur, accompanying sound
and sometimes even Teletext never fails
to impress 'outsiders'. On many amateur
radio shows where various modes are
demonstrated to the pub1ic, the ATVcor-
ner is sure to draw a large crowd. Nearly
all ATV equipment is horne-made, com-
mercial products being relatively rare
(not including kits). As a result of consid-
erable pressure from 'voice' amateurs and
other (professional) users, there is a ten-
deney arnong ATV-ers to move their wide-
band signals (up to 8 MHz) out of the
trusty 70-cm (435 MHz) band, and into
the 24-cm band (1250 MHz). The 24-cm
band has far more space, and even allows
the advantageous FM mode to be used,
when the bandwidth goes up to about
15MHz. On the down eide, propagation is
slightly less advantageous, and the path
loss is higher, so that the range of an ATV
transmitter with a certain output power
will be smaller than in the 70 cm band.
The use of the 24-cm band is promoted by
(1) the availability of easily converted
surplus satellite TV tuners like the
Amstrad SRX100/200 which currently go
at prices of .eIO and 1ess, and (2) an in-
creasing number of ATV repeater sta-
tions at high locaticns. Another band
which is very populär among ATV users
is 10 GHz (3 cm), where small dishes are

Table 1. Overview of band limits, status of
allocations in the United Kingdom, maximum
power level and permitted types of transmis-
sion. Reproduced from: Amateur Radio
Licence (A) or (B), terms, provisions and
Limitations booklet BAGS. Issued by the
Radiocommunications Agency, July 1994.

Notes
(A) Available on the basts of non-iaterference 10 other

services outside the United Kingdom.
(8) Avatlaöle on the basis of non-interference 10 other

services inside or outside Ihe United Kingdom.
(C) Not available for use within a 100km radius 01 Charing

Cross, Lenden (51°30'30nN, 00007'24''W).
(D) May only be used wltn the wntten consent 01 the

Secretary of State.

Abbreviations
ISM '" Industrial, Scientific and Medical.
erp '" ettecttve radfated power

FreQ~:n~;\ band The Amateur Service ttte Amateur Satellite Service Max. power level IPermitted types
MHz (PEP) Mol transmission

1.810'1.830 Primary. Note (Al
26 dBW

1.830·1.850 Prlmary
(Not allocated)

1.850-2.00 Note (B) 15 dBW

3.500·3.800 Primary. Shared with cther Services

7.000'7.100 Primary Primary

10.100·10.150 Secondary (Not Allocated)

14.000·14.250 Primary
Morse

14.250-14.350 (Not Allocated) Telephony
arrv26dBW Data18.06B-18.168 Facslrnüe

Primary SSTV
21.000-21.450

Primary
24.890·24.990

28.000-29.700

50.00·51.00 Primary. Note (A)

51.00·52.00 Seconuary. Note (B) (Not Allocated) 20 dBW

70.00·70.50 seconcarv. Note (A) 22dBW

144,0-146.0 Primary Primary 26dBW

430.0-431.0 Secondary
16 dBW erp

431.0-432.0 Seccndary. Note {Cl (Not Allocated)

432.0-435.0

435.0-438.0 Secondary

43B.0-440.0 (Not Allocated)

1240·1260 Secondary (Not Allocated)

1260·1270 Secondary. Space to Earth only

1270-1325
(Not Allocated)

2310·2400

2400·2450 seccncarv. Users must accept Secondary. Users must aecept
interference fram 15M users interference Irom ISM users

3400·3475 (Not Allocated)

5650-5670 Secondary Secondary. Earth 10 Space önly Morse
26dBW Iefepnony

5670-56BO Rm
Date

5755-5765 (Not Allocated) Facsimile
SSTV

5820-5830 fSTV
Secondary. Users must accept
interference from 15M users

Secondary. Users must accept
5830-5850 interterence from 15M users. Space

10 Earth only.

10000-10450 (Not AUocated)
Secondary

10450-10500 Secondary

24000-24050 Pnmary. Users must accept Primary. Users must accept
Interterence trom 15M users interference trom 15M users

24050-24150 Secondary. Note (D). Users must
accept Interterence from ISM users

(Not Allocated)
24150-24250 Secondary

47000-47200

75500·76000
Primary Primary

142000-144000

248000·250000
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used. Mind you, this is not always short-
range communications, as distances up to
100 km have been covered using S-em
ATV. In the UK, the BA TC (Bt-itish
Amateur Television Club) co-ordinates
the acti vity of many ATV-ers and re-
peater groups around the country. The
BATC club magazine is called CQ-TV.

stations all over the world to exchange
messages. In as far as the systems ean be
compared, the main differences are that
Packet is free of charge, Tun on a non-
profit basis by amateurs, and much
slower than Internet. Because of the
great importance of Packet to amateur
radio in general, this mode will be dis-
cussed separately further on.

Digital communication. Of the many
digital communication modes available
to the licenced radio amateur, Packet
Radio has rapidly become by far the most
popular. Packet is in many ways compa-
rable to Internet for the 'general' com-
puter user, allowing, in pr-inciple,

Other specialized modes. Some highly
specialized modes are practiced by rela-
tively few amateurs only. EME (earth-
moon-earth, or moonbounce) uses
extremely high power levels and huge
antenna arrays.

Telephony (speech):
Single sideband, suppressed carrier (SSB)
Frequeney modulation (FM)
Phase modulation (PM)
Amplitude modulation

J3E
F3E
G3E
A3E

Packet/Oata:
Direct frequency shift keying of the carrier
Frequeney shift keyed audio tone (FM transmitter)
Frequency shift keyed audio tone (SSB transmitter)

F1D
F2B
J2B

Television:
Siow scan television (SS8 transmitter)
Vestigial sideband (AM transmilter)

J2F
C3F

Facsimile:
Frequeney shift keyed audio tone (SSB transmitter) J2C

Table 2. Under the Telecommunication Convention, classes of emissions are designated by
groups of three characters. Above are some examples for the most popular modes. The full
set of symbols used is listed in the Radio Regulations, available from the RCA, London.
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Fig.4. Block diagram of the TCM3105 modem chip from Texas Instruments. Thousands of
radio amateurs 'on packet' are using this low-cost chip in simple modems to exchange digital
data by air. Probably the best known modem design based on the TCM3105 ls that from
Baycom, who also initiated the distribution of the shareware program to run packet radio on
a shoestring, using any pe equipped with an RS232 port. Amateur radio has never been the
same since.
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Meteor-scatter is fascinating because
signals ('pings') are reflected way beyond
their normal range by meteor fragments
which enter the earth's atmosphere as a
meteor shower passes by (for instancc.
the Perseids).
Tropo-scatter allows VHFfUHF sig-

nals to travel extremely large distances
(thousands of miles) via certain 1ayers in
the atmosphere.
QRP operators make an issue of run-

ning as little power as possible from all-
horne brew transmitters to get in touch
wi th other QRP stations. Contacts
around the glohe with as much power as
a bicyc1erear light are not uncornmon.

Albania
Austria
Belgium
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatla
Cyprus
Czeeh Republie
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
leeland
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Moldova
Monaco
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russian Federation
San Marino
Siovakia
Siovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom of
Great 8ritain and
Northern Ireland
Vatiean City

Al
A
B

BH
BG
HR
CY
CZ
DK
EST
FI
F
D

GR
H
IS
IRL
I

FL
LT
L
M

MLD
MC
NL
N
PL
P

RO

RSM
SK
SLO

E
S

CH
TR

GB
SCV

Table 3. Countries involved in the CEPT T/R
61~01 harmonisation of regulations applica-
ble to radio amateurs. For the most up-to-
date information, contact the RCA.
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Fig. 5. Typical low-end (1200-baud) packet
radio modem. Very easy to build and operate,
this one is based on the famous TCM3105,
and has one extra: a PLl type XR2211 10r
DCO (data carrier detect) contra I to eliminate
digital noise if the radio has a slow squelch.
This type of modem is compatible with many
shareware packet radio programs, including
BayCom and PK88. The modem is connected
to the PC's serial port and to the transcetver,
and will get you 'on packet' in one afternoon.
Its supply power is 'stolen' trom the RS232
port.

Radio
By~=-D-ne-S-

Fig. 6. Radio is invariably linked to nostalgia.
11you da not believe this, pay a visit to one 01
the many hamfests, conventions, car boot
sales and radio amateur rallies held in your
area. Radio Bygones magazine, published by
G.C. Arnold Partners, covers all historical as-
pects of radio and related topics, including
amateur radio. The magazine is claimed to be
the only publfcatton of its type and class any-
where in the world. Also shown is Book 5,
one of aseries of reprints of the famous
Radio Va/ve Guides originally published by
Barnards' in the 1950s and 1960s.

Very-low {requency communications
can be very funny because of the unex-
pectedly large range of sub-milli watt
(erp) signals, and all kinds of effects Te-
la ted to the earth's magnetic field. In the
USA, the 1,750 m band is used (under
strict regulations) as a kind of citizen's
band. The people using this band are
called 'lowfers'. In most CEPT countrics,
the 160-rn band (1.8 MHz or 'top' band) is
the lowest band which may be used.
Amateur Radio Direction Finding

(ARDF) is better known as 'fox hunting'.
A very popular, sportive and sociable
out-of-doors bobby, whicb does not re-
quire a licence (as far as the contestants
are concerned; the transmitter must be
licencedl), The main bands used for
ARDF are 2 m and, to alesser extent,
80 m. The bands have totally different
characteristics. Strange at it may sound,
80-rn fox hunting is probably the best
choice for the uninitiated because there
are fewer problems with reflections by
buildings, trees, etc. Receivers for 2-m
and BO-m ARDF can often be borrowed
from the local amateur radio club.

The revolution - Packet
Radio
Thanks to the pioneering work of the
Tucson Amateur Packet Radio (TAPR)
group, packet radio has caused a revolu-
tion in amateur digital mode operations.
Packet radio is based on AX.25, a modifi-
cation of the widely used ANSI X.25 pro-
tocol.
Packet da ta is sent in bursts called

'da ta packets'. Data is encoded in B-bit
bytes, and the ASCII code may be sent
and received directly (as well as B-bit bi-
nary data). The start of a packet includes
callsign identifiers and allows a repeater
path to be specified. Tbe data packet
ends with a CRC (cyclic redundancy
check) number. The receiving station
computes its own CRC, and compares it
with the received CRC. If the two do not
match, a repeat is requested.
Packets usually contain 32, 64 or

80 characters (bytes), but may have up to
255. Unfortunately, owing to the princi-
ple of CSMA (carrier sense, multiple ac-
cess), packet traffic slows down and
eventually bogs down completely if a lot
of stations (say, 10 or more) attempt to
use the same frequency. On HF, where
there is the additional problem of noise,
statie, etc., AX.25 packet has not been
very successful. On VHF and UHF, how-
ever, the number of packet radio sta-
tions, packet BBSs and digipeaters have
seen an explosive growth.
The most popular packet radio mode

is on 2-m FM wbere 1,200-baud', 1000-Hz
shift AFSK is used, based on 1200/2200-
Hz tones and the Bell 202 modem stan-
dard. Software is available in the
shareware domain. In the USA alone,
there are over half a million packet radio
stations.

Fig.7. Protect your valuable equipment from
surges up to 5,000 arnperes with a Cushcraft
constant-impedance LAC4 arrester. The
LAC-4 has a replaceable gas discharge tube
which clamps volta ge surges to less than
50 volts in about 100 nanoseconds, much
quicker than the vctta ge rise time of light-
ning.

Fig. 8. The Blitz Bug from Cushcraft is based
on a patented three-point static discharge
design. The device features a sealed alr
chamber, constant static drain, and con-
trolled voltage discharge. The Blitz Bug is
rated at 2 kW PEP to 500 MHz with negligible
insertion lass. Shown here is the LAC-1 ver-
sion with UHF PL-259 and SO-239 connec-
tors.

Packet - the next
generation

A packet radio modem differs from its
more extensive 'big brother', the TNC
(terminal node controller), by the ab-
sence of a built-in memory to store mes-
sages received over the radio. Also, a
TNC is often capable of operating at
higher speeds tban just 1,200 baud. Most
TNCs are microprocessor-controlled, run
AX.25 supersets according to the
K9NG/GB3RUH standard, and come
with extensive control software. They are
used increasingly by individual station
operators and operators of so-called digi-
peaters, which are packet radio BBSs ca-
pable of doing their own 'mail sorting',
and linking to otber digipeaters via UHF
frequencies (for instance, 70 cm or 23 cm)
using higher data speeds (9,600 baud for
the so-called 'back-bones'). These fre-
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Some useful addresses

AKD, Unit 5, Parsons Green Estate, Boulton
Roed, Stevenage, Herts SGI 4QG, England.
Tel. (01438) 351710, fax (01438) 357591.
American Radio Relay League (ARRL).
225 Main Street, Newington, CT 06111-1494,
U_8.A. Tel. (+1) 203 666 1541. fax (+1) 203
665-1166.
Amsat. 850 S1igo Avenue. Suite 600, Silver
Spring, MD 20910-4703, U.S.A. Tel. (+1) 301
589-6062, fax (+1) 301 608-3410. In the UK,
contact, Ron Broadbent G3AAJ, 94
Heroagate Road, Wanstead park, London
E12 5EQ. Tel. (0181) 989 6741, fax (0181) 939
3430.
BayCom Team, Rudi Dussmann DK5RQ,
Otto Hahn Str. 9, 0-8400 Regensburg.
Germany. UK Distributor: Biskin Electronics
Ltd.
British Amateur Television Club
(BATC). Dave Lewton GOANO, Grenehurst,
Pinewood Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12
4DD, England.
CQ~TV magazine, see BATC.

quencies are not normally· accessible to
Iow-Ievel users. Similarly, other frequen-
cies have been proposed and reserved for
different types of packet radio usage: ex-
perimental, DX spotting, BBS interlink,
keyboard-to-keyboard chatting, and
backbones. Terms like nodes, trunking,
sysops and electronic mail have been in
use for many years among packet radio
users.
Containing the addressee's callsign

and a repeater search path, a message
sent by packet radio only reaches the
radio amateur you want. Possibly con-
veyed via any number of backbones and
digipeaters, the niessage may take a few
days, and quite a few miles, to reach the
addressee's 'mailbox'. Until the ad-

Cu.herafl Corp., P.O. Box 4680, 48
Perimeter Road, Manchester, NB 03108,
U.S.A. TeL (+1) 603 627-7877, fax (+1) 603)
627-1764.
lcom (UKJ Ltd., Herne Bay West Induatrial
Estate, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6
8LD. Tel. (01227) 741741, fax (01227)
741742.
Klingenfuss PublicatioDs, HagenioberStr.
14, D-72070 Tuebingen,Germany.Tel. (+49)
707162830, fax (+491 7071600849.
Nevada, 189 London Road, North End.
Portsmouth, Hants P02 9AE, England. Tel.
(01705) 662145/613900, fax (01705) 690626.
Radio Bygones magazine, publlshed by G.
C. Arno1d Partners, 9 Wetherby Close,
Broadstone, Dorset BH1B 8JB, England.
Tel.!fax (01202) 65847.
Tbe Radio CommumcatioDs Ageney.
Waterloo Bridge House, Waterloo Road.
London SE18UA. Tel. (0171) 215 5000.
Tbe Radio Society of Great Britain
(RGSB), Lambda House, Cranborne Road,
Potters Bar, Herts ENG 3JE, England. Tel.
(01707) 659015. fax (01707) 645105.

dressee fetches his or her mail, this re-
mains in the memory of the TNC at the
repeater he/she 'subscribes to'. Many
radio amateurs have a simple traue-
ceiver and an old PC on standby just for
the purpose of collecting mail from their
local digipeater. By contrast, there are
also 70-cm rigs (like the Azden PCS-
9600D) totally geared to packet radio at
9,600 baud.
It should be noted that special licenc-

ing conditions exiat for unmanned sta-
tions like digipeaters and backbones. In
a11cases, the relevant authorities will in-
sist on (1) a responsible, licenced radio
amateur; (2) electrical safety; (3) provi-
sions for switching the station off in the
event of an emergency.

Fig. 10. The Timewave OSP-9+is a highly intelligent and technically very advanced 'noise
killer' for a muttitude of radio modes including SSB, CW, RTTY,AMTOR,PACTOR,HF packet
and G-TOR. Based on a digital signal processor (OSP), the unit ls simply connected to the
earphones socket of your receiver or transceiver.
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Secretary, Ray Godden, Rig-Sub,P.O. Box
142, Rickmansworth, Herts WD3 4RQ,
England.
SGC. Tbe 8GC Building, 13737 SE 26th 8t.,
P.O. Box 3526, Bellevue, WA 98009, U.S.A.
Tel. (+1) 206 746-6310, fax (+1) 206 746-6384.
Siskin Electronics Ltd., PC House, 2 Soutb
Street, Hytbe, Soutbampton S045 6EB. Tel.
(01703) 207155, fax (01703) 847754.
Timewave Technology Iec., 2401 Pilot
Knob Road, St. Paul, MN 55120, U.S.A. Tel.
(+1) 612 452-5939, fax (+1) 612 452-4571. UK
distributor: Nevada.
VHF Communieations magazine, pub-
lished by KM Publications, 5 Wa:re Orchard,
Barby, Rugby CV23 8UF, England. Tel.
(01788) 890365, fax (01788) 891883.
Vine Antenna Products, The Vine,
Llandrinio, Powys SY22 6SH. Tel. (01691)
831111, fax (01691) 831386. For KLM, Gern
Quad.Cushcraft,Hygainand Force12anten-
nas.

9,600-baud packet no longer uses tone
shift keying but direct keying of the car-
rier (FID instead of F2B). Currently,
there is talk of 38.4 or even 57.6 kbaud
packet radio via satellite. As already
mentioned, this will form a nice step-up
platform for the days when computer
users will start to discover the advan-
tages of communicatton by satellite in-
stead of by telephone. Again, radio
amateurs will have the edge on others.
Still on the subject of future develop-
ments, packet radio nodes will 800n be
coupled to the Internet!
Back on earth again, low-speed packet

radio 'on a shoestring' is possible using a
low-cost TCM3105-based modem (see
Fig. 5), some shareware software and
any old PC XT or AT with at least a
floppy drive and ODe serial port.

More digital stuft - DSPI
Digital signal processing (DSP) can help
to recover very weak signals from what
sounds like a lot of noise only. DSP-based
'noise killers' such as the Timewave
DSP9+ (Fig. 10) or MFJ's model 784,
have filters that can be shaped as re-
quired, even down to bandwidths of
1 kHz for SSB. Similarly, a DSP filter en-
ables CW stations to be resolved which
are only 80 Hz apart. The advantages of
DSP are the total absence of filter ring-
ing, and the best possible subtraction of
bend-noise (by means of anti-noise). The
disadvantage is that very high transmit-
ter frequency stability is required. DSP
processors like the DSP9+ are adaptive,
i.e., they can be 'trained' to extract even
the weakest signals, and require no mod-
ifications to your receiver. DSP 1S totally
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Fig. 9a. Report created by ARRL Radio
Designer on a transistor amplifier intended
to be used after a double-balanced diode
mixer.

Fig. 9b. Linear Reports (Edit mode) window
for the post-mixer amplifier.

Fig. so. Circuit editor and all three (prede-
fined) reports on a simple JFET preamplifier
(example),

different from traditional analogue filter-
ing, and is said to work better than even
the best auto-tracking and double-nctch
analogue filters in use with shortwave
DXer5. Not surprisingly, the military use
DSP, too!
Says Timewave: "the noise reduction

functions of the DSP9+ operate by exam-
ining a characteristic of signals and noise
called 'correlation', and dynamically fil-
tering out the undesired noise (using
band pass filters with steep skirts and
linear phase response). The degree of cor-

relation is relative. Random noise sueh a
white noise or static is uncorrelated.
Speech is moderately correlated. Pure
tones such as heterodynes are highly cor-
related. The DSP9+ measures correlation
and automatically filters out noise that is
outside its correlation thresholds".
The computer has taken hold of the

radio hobby in more than one way.
Today, the PC is also used for circuit de-
sign and simulation, and not just for d.c.
or audio applications! An increasing
number of (Windows compatible) pro-

grams is becoming available to the radio
amateur, fOT instance, the ARRL Radio
Designer package (Fig. 9), or WISP,
Amsat's bundle of utilities to operate
through digital satellites (PacSats), plus
'tracking' software. Many harns are also
using their PC to log radio contacts. The
la test versions of these programs run
under Windows and are capable of semi-
automatie logging. During eontests in
partieular such programs are very use-
ful. (950021)
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THE DIGITAL SOLUTION

In almost all electronic cir-
cuits there is a need for fil-

te ring to remove unwanted
frequencies from the signals.
In analogue circuits, filtering
is achieved by using combi-
nations of resistors, capacitors
and (eometimes) inductors.
The filters may include oper-
ational amplifiers (op ampa),
too. Filtering is a kind of
mathematical operation. A
low-paes filter has the proper-
ties of an integrator. It aver-
ages out signals levels over a
period of time, thus removing,
or at least attenuating, the
rapid changes of voltages due
to high frequencies. By COD-

trast, a high-pass filter has
the properties of a differentia-
tor, responding strongly to
rapid changes in signal level
and thus attenuating the
slowly changing voltages of
the lower frequencies. As weIl
as using integration and dif-
ferentiation, analogue fil-
tering uses addition and sub-
traction of signals, especial1y
in band-pass filters.
Similarly, a digital filter

performs mathematical oper-
ations on the digital sampIes
that constitute a digital sig-
nal. The operations are per-
formed in real time at very
high speed and the filtered
signals reach the output of the
filter with an imperceptible
delay. But, in digital filters,
the operations are directly
mathematical, being per-
formed by microprocessors ur
speci al- purpose les with
buil t-in mathematical fune-
Liens, known as digital signal
processor. As an example, we
describe how a digital low-
pass filter works.

Low-pass digital filter
The structure of a lew-pass
filter is shown in Fig. 51. The
drawing ie a bleck diagram of
a digital Je with registers,
multiplying sub-circuits and
summing sub-circuits. lt could
also be taken as a flow chart
of a mathematical operation.
As such, it could be executed
by band on paper or by using

Part 7 - Digital filters

By Owen Bishop

In this series we look closely at digital electrouics,
what it is, what it does, how it works, aud its

promise for the future.

940120-7-50
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a computer program. The
computer program could be
written in machine code or in
a high-level language such as
C or BASIC. This underlines
the fact that digital filters are
essentially software, whereas
analogue filters are essen-
tially hardware. Of course,
hardware is required in the
implementation of a digital
filter (including paper and
peneil as hardware for the
brain-powered form of filter),
but the result of filtering de-
pends much more on the se-
quence of actions and tbe coef-
ficients in troduced in to the
calculation than it does on the
structure of the hardware.
A digital filter consists of a

number of registers in whicb

Fig.52

digital sampies are stored as
they arrive. The registers are
arranged in a chain and , as
each new sam ple xn arrives,
the other samples are passed
along the chain at the sam-
pling frequency. For this rea-
son, the chain is known as a
delay chain. Each register is
an array of bistables (flip-
flops), one for each bit of the
sampIe, which is typically 16
bits long. The diagram shows
five registers, but there may
be fewer or more than this
number. Typically, a digital
signal processor may have a
hundred or more registers,
though tbe processor may be
programmed to use only a few
of them, perhaps only the first
one. In the figure, sam ple Xn

has just arrived, perhaps from
an analogue-to-digital con-
verter (ADe). At this instant,
the previous samples are
moved one step along tbe
delay chain. The sample in
register 5 (the sample taken
langest ago) is overwritten by
the sample from register 4, so
is lost from the filter. The
sample in regiater 4 is now
overwritten by the sampie
from register 3. In this way
the sampies are shifted along
the chain and the present
sam pIe xn is transferred to
register 1.
The present sam ple and

the output from each register
(the five previous sam ples)
are each fed to multiplier
units, which multiply them by
one series of coefficients, aO to
as. These coefficients weight
the sampies in a way that
gives the fiJter its characteris-
tics. The array of multipliers
is referred to as taps, since
they tap the signal as it pro-
ceeds along the chain. The fil-
ter in Fig. 51 is a 6-tap filter.
The weighted outputs are

summed by an array of sum-
ming circuits, and their total
is the output Yn of the filter, If
the six coeffcients were all
made equal to 1/6, then Yn
would be a moving auerage
based on the present sampIe
and the five previous sam pies.
A moving average, by its na-
ture, averages out any partic-
ularly large or small values.
Given a high-frequency sig-
nal, in which the signal level
is rapidly changing, making
five consecutive sampIes
range widely in value, the ex-
tremes are averaged out. In
other words, rapid changes, or
high-frequency changes, are
attenuated. This is a low-pass
filter, and its averaging effect
is greater if we include more
registers in the chain.
Note that the output of the

filter 1S obtained by summa-
tion. The action is similar to
that of a low-pass active filter
as shown in Fig. 52, in which
the charge accumulating on
the capacitor is the sum of
currents recently arriving. In
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general, the most recently ar-
rived current has the biggest
effect. To produce an eq uiva-
lent effect, we must weight
the coefficients so that aO is
the largest and a5 is the
smal1est. This modi fies the
moving average calculation,
but the effect is still that of a
lew-pass filter. It is the nature
of the weighting that largely
determines the exact shape of
the filter's response curve and
the type of phase changes it
exhibits. Later we shall look
at other patterns ofweighting.

Filter action
Ta see how the filer operates,
here is a numerical example.
The filter in Fig. 51 has six
taps and its output at any in-
stant is represented by th is
equation

Yn = aQXO + alxn_l + a2oXn-2
+agXn_3 + a4xn-4 + aSXn-5'

Suppose that seven consecu-
tive sarnples, in order of ar-
rival at the input, are 11, 13,
15, 17, 14, 12, and 10. Sup-
pose also that the coefficients
are 0.3, 0.25, 0.2, 0.15, 0.1,
and 0.05. When the first six
sampIes have arrived, the out-
put is
0.3x12 + 0.25x14 + 0.2x17
+0.15x15 + 0.lx13 +0.05x11
= 14.6.

Note that the [irst sampIe to
arrive is now in register 5; the
sarnples are in the reverse of
their order of arrivaL An in-
stant later, the seventh sam-
ple (10) arrives, and the
others are shifted along the
chain. The first sampie (11) is
lost. Now the output is
0.3x10 +0.25x12 + 0.2x14
+0.15x17 +0.lx15
+ 0.05x13 = 13.5.

Between the 6th and 7th sam-
pIes, the input signal falls by
2. The output falls by 1.1. The
filter is smoothing out the sig-
nal, as required in a lew-pass
filter.
We could continue to ana-

lyse tbe filter in this way but,
obviously, operating a pencil -
aud-paper digital filter is a
lengthy business. A simple
BASIC program gives results
more quickJy.

I

r'

BASICsimulation
Figure 53 lists a GWBASIC
program that simulates digi-
tal filters of the type ilIus-
trated in Fig. 51. It is easily
converted into other dialects
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THE DIGITAL SOLUTION - PART 7

10 REM *** FIR DIGITAL FILTER ***
20 DIM X(100). A(100)
30 CLS:INPUT"Number Qf taps";T
40 INPUT"Number Qf ~amples";N
50 PRINT"Select waveform"
60 PRINT TAB(10) "1 Sque r-e
70 PRINT TAB (10) "2 Sawtooth
80 PRINT TAB (10) "3 Tr-Lang Le "
90 PRINT TAB (10) "4 Sine"
100 PRINT TAB(10)"5 Pulse"
110 INPUT"Key 1 to 5";W
120 INPUT"Period"; P
130 FOR J=O Ta T-l
140 PRINT"Coeffici!'mt "jJ::INPUT"= ";A(J)
150 NEXT
160 FOR SAMPLE=O TO N STEP 1
170 XS=SAMPLE Mon p
180 ON W GOTO 190, 220, 230. 250. 260
190 XS=SGNCXS-P/2)
200 X=O: IF XS=)O THEN X=255
210 GOTO 270
220 X=INT(XS*255/P):GOTO 270
230 X=INT(XS*255/P):IF X)127 THEN X=255-X
240 GOTO 270
250 X=INT«SIN(XS*6.283/P»*127+127l:GOTO
260 X=O:IF SAMPLE<=P THEN X=255
270 FOR J=T-l TO 1 STEP -1
280 X(J)=X(J-1)
290 NEXT
300 X(O)=INT(X)
310 Y=O
320 FOR J=O TO T-1
330 Y=INT (Y+X (J) oJ!'A (J»
340 NEXT
350 PRINT X; Yj"
360 NEXT

"-,
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of BASIC. The program allows
the user to decide on the num-
ber of taps, the number of
samples, the waveform, the
period (the number of samples
per cycle of the waveform or
the length of the single pulse),
and the coefficients for each
tap. The waveforms a11have
an amplitude and offset of

Fig.55.

127, so they are equivalent to
having 8-bit registers in the
fil ter. Actual filters usua11y
have 16-bit registers, giving a
precision of 1 in 65536 or
0.0015%, provided that the
amplitude of the waveform is
sufficiently great to almost
saturate the registers. Inci-
dentally, this factor is impor-

tant in aJl kinds of digital cir-
cuit. The precision of a digital
value is usually ±1 bit, so the
precision with which a value
is represented digitally de-
pends on its magnitude. Val-
uee in the region of 60 000
have aprecision of 0.0015%,
but values in the region of 100
(with 7 bits) have a precision
of only 0.01%. For optimum
precision, registers should be
used near their full capacity,
provided that they do not be-
come over-full. Usually, the
most significant digit of a reg-
ister that is filled beyond its
full capacity changes from 1 to
0, with a dramatic fall in the
value stored. This would seri-
ously upset the action of the
filter. Many DSPs have regis-
ters that minimize the error
by making the register fill
with ls when there is over-
flow. The error passes along
the chain and is eventual1y
lost (not so in another filter
type yet to be described). Sim-
ilarly, if a register underflows,
it is made to hold all Os. This
feature could be added to the
BASIC program.
The results of filtering a

sine wave are shown in
Fig. 54. The program was set
to provide three taps with co-
efficients aO = 0.25, al = 0.5,
and a2 = 0.25. The period of
the sine wave is 40 samples.
The magnitude of the coeffi-
eients affects the 'gain' of the
filter; for a 'gain' of 1, the coef-
ficients should total about 1.
The graph shows a transient
response for the first three
sam ples as they are shifted
through to occupy both taps.
From then on, the filtered
waveform is a sine wave of the
same frequency and almost
the same amplitude as the
input signal. There is a very
slight phase delay of one sam-
pling period. In a real digital
filter in which the sampling
rate is higher in comparison
with the signal frequency, this
delay is negligible. Note that
in this filter we have allocated
the middle tap the largest co-
efficient, and that aO and a2
are equa l. This symmetrical
pattern of coefficients has the
effect of giving the filter a lin-
ear phase response, a charac-
teristic of Bessel filters in the
analogue world. Unfortu-
nately, this advantageous fea-
ture of analogue Bessel filters
is counter-bal anced by their
poor roll-off. With digital fil-



GENERAL INTEREST

ters we ean have linear phase
response and good roll-off, too.
Figure 55 shows the result

of filtering a sine wave of four
times the frequency (per-iod =
10 samples), but leaving the
number of taps and the coeffi-
eients unchanged. The output
is a sine wave of the same fre-
queney, lagging ODe sampIe
period behind the input, as
before. But the amplitude of
the output is less than that in
the previous example, indicat-
ing that the filter is behaving
as a low-pass filter. With more
taps, the effeet would be
greater.
The low-pass action is more

apparent in Fig. 56 in which
a single pulse is filtered. In
this example, the filter has 11
taps with coefficients 0.19,
0.17. 0.15, 0.13, 0.11, 0.09,
0.07, 0.05, 0.03, 0.01 and
0.005. The 'exponential' rise
and fall at the beginning and
end of the pulse are indicative
of a lew-pass filter. By COD-

trast, Fig. 57 shows behav-
iour associated with a high-
pass filter. Analogue high-
pass filters are differentiators,
so we might expect to use dir-
ferences between successive
samples to represent rate of
change and thus produce a
high-pass filter. Figure 57 was
produced with a 5-tap filter
with coefficients 0.1, 0.25. 0.4,
-0.25, and 0.1. Typical up-
ward and downward spikes
occur at the beginning and
end of each pulse of this
square wave.
The mathematics of digital

filters 1Shighly involved and
any discussion of this is not
appropriate to this series. The
coefficients for the foregoing
examples were arrived at by
intuition rather than by calcu-
lation. But enough has been
said to illustrate the pr-inci-
ples behind digital filtering.
The reader is left to investi-
gate further, using the BASIC
program.

Another digital filter
The filter described above is
know as a finite impulse re-
sponse or FIR filter. Each sam-
ple is considered to be an im-
pulse. Eacb sam pie passes
along the row of taps and is
eventually lost. Thus, each
impulse exerts its effect for a
finite nurnber of sample peri-
ods. Figure 58 shows a differ-
ent type of digital filter. The
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value in each tap, multip1ied side, to be summed with the
by the corresponding coeffi- products from subsequent
cient, is fed back to the input sampIes. Each sample, multi-

plied by the coefficients, thus
circulates indefinitely in the
filter. The filter is described
as an infinite impulse re-
eponse or UR filter. For a
given number of taps, an IrR
filter has a faster roll-off at
the extremes of the passband,
which is an advantage. Hcw-
ever, in contrast with an IFR
filter, which is always stable,
an UR filter may become un-
stable in certain circum-
stances. This is because the
IIR filter has an element of
feedback in its action and,
where there is feedback, there
is always the possibility of the
system going into permanent
oscil1ation. For this reason,
IIR filters need much more
careful design.
The FIR and UR filters are

the two basic configurations of
digital filters, but it is posible
to combine both types. The
simplest of these is a filter in
which the output from each
register 1Ssummed and sent
to the filter output, as in an
FIR filter and, at the same
time, the output of each regis-
ter is also fed back to the
input side as in an JIR filter. It
is possible to cascade these fil-
ters or connect them in paral-
lel to give filters of higher
order. There are very many
ways in which filters can be
built, leading to a wide range
of responses that can be engi-
neered. The digital filter is a
flexible device and is capable
of realizing filter functions
that are not possible with
analogue filters.
We have shown that digital

filters may be implemented in
several diferent ways. The
BASIC program is one such
way which, though quick
enough as a demonstration, is
not fast enough to filter, say,
an audio signal. Increased
speed is obtained by program-
ming the computer in ma-
chine code, but this falls short
of the speed that can be
achieved with a dedicated
digital signal processor. Multi-
plication is an essential stage
in filter ing and, on a micro-
processor acts as a bettle-
neck. It takes a microproces-
sor several machine cycles to
perform a multiphcation. In
contrast, DSPs have multi pli-
cation circuits built in, and
can multiply in a single cycle.
A DSP, such as one of the
Texas TMS320C5x series, op-
erating as a 50-tap filter, can
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logue filters need eomplete
rewiring to effect such a
change. The ability to pro-
gram the filter by changing
the eoeffieients opens up the
possibility of altering the re-
sponse of the filter while it is
running. This means that the
filter ean be altered to suit the
signal that it is eurrently re-
eeiving. Filters of this type
are known as adaptive filters.
The incoming signal is moni-
tored and the eoeffieients al-
tered accordingly. Taking all
these points intc considera-
tion, it is not surprising that
the digital solution has been
so widely adopted.

spaee. No matter how precise
the eomponents in an ana-
logue filter, they introduce
parasitic capacitance and in-
ductance into the circuit with
consequent distortion. Trim-
mers to adjust the eapaei-
tances and inductanees are
often required in preeision
analogue filters, adding more
to cost and board space.
Even when an analogue fil-

ter has been built from high-
precision eomponents and
earefully trimmed, its behav-
iour is subject to changes in
eomponent values resulting
from age or temperature. Di-
gital filters work precisely ac-
cording to the response de-
signed into them and are en-
tirely stable. This is a re-
minder that it is possible to
program a digital filter with
frequency and phase re-
sponses that are just not pos-
sible with analogue tech-
niques.
Finally, there is the advan-

tage that the response of a
digital filter can be altered,
possibly quite drastically,
simply by changing the values
of the eoefficients. A few small
changes in the coefficients can
even change a low-pass filter
into a high-pass filter. Ana-

result is that the lew-pass fil-
ter passes all the lower fre-
quencies that can be heard (ta
the left of the dashed line)
and also higher frequencies
tha t can not be heard. In
Fig. 58b, the pass-bands are
shifted up the frequeney spec-
trum. The band within the
range of interest provides a
high-pass function. Suitably
located combs of bands can
provide band-pass and band-
stop filters.

accept and filter signals at
frequencies up to 250 kHz. In
contrast, a typical micropro-
cessor, working at 33 MHz
and programmed as a 50-tap
filter, can filter signals with a
maximum frequeney of only
25 kHz.

Frequency response
It is a consequence of the
mathematics that the fre-
queney response of digital fil-
ters is repeated at multiples
of the sampl ing frequency.
Whether a filter is considered
to be low-pass, high-pass,
band-pass or band-stop de-
pends on the relationship be-
tween the location of the mul-
tiple pass-bands in the fre-
queney spectrum. In Fig. 59a,
the first pass-band extends
from zero frequeney (0) to a
value less than fs/2, where fs
is the sampling frequency. The
band is repeated at {" 2 {"
The sampling frequency is
chosen so that it 1S at least
double the frequency of any
signal that is of interest. This
is why, in digital audio, for
whicb 20 kHz is the highest
frequency that the human ear
can detect, the sampling fre-
quency is at least 40 kHz. The

The digital solution
Digital filters operate by cal-
culating and produee an out-
put to any reasonably re-
quired level of precision. In
addition, filters of widely dif-
fering characteristics can all
be realized with a general-
purpose DSP device. There is
no need of high-precision (and
expensive) resistors, capaei-
tors (possibly ganged), induc-
tors or op amps as there is for
an analogue filter. There is no
need for special layouts on the
peB. Discrete components,
particularly inductors, are rel-
atively bulky and take circuit-
board space. A digital filter is
built from minute deviees on a
silicon chip and takes up little

Reference: Craig, Marvin and
Ewers, Gillian: A simple ap-
proach to digital signal pro-
cessing; Texas Instruments,
1993.

Test yourself
The I1Rfilter in Fig. 58 has co-
efficients ao == 0.2, a1 == 0.4,
and a2 = 0.2. A single ramp
pulse is fed into it, having
values 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. Find the
output of the filter for 10 con-
secutive sample times, round-
ing to four decimal places.

[940120-VIl]
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Im
FUNCTION GENERATOR

Design by H. Bonekamp

A generator is described that, based on the MAX038, provides
triangle, sawtooth, sine, rectangular and pulse waveforms.

rphe MAX038. on which the present
.1generator is based, is an inte-
grated, htgh-Irequency, precision
function generator whose output fre-
quency can be controlled aver a Ire-
quency range of 0.1 Hz to 20 MHz by
an internal 2.5 V bandgap voltage ref-
erence and an external resistor and
capacitor. Its duty factar can be varied
over a wide range by applying a ±2.3 V
control signal. facilitating pulse-width
modulation and the generation of saw-
tooth waveforms. Frequency modula-
tion and frequency sweeping are
achieved in the same way. The duty
factar and frequency controls are in-
dependent.

Circuit description
The circutt dtagram ofthe generator proper
is shown in Fig. 1 and that of the liquid
crystal display. LCD, in Fig. 2.
The frequency ofthe MAX038, ICI, is

determined by Cj-Cj whtch are linked to
pin 5 via Sla' The hlghest frequency is gov-
erned by C5-C7, an arrangement that
eliminates the effect ofparasitic capaci-
tances (about20 pF). Swttch section Sib
sets the decimal point on the dtsplay,
The waveform is selected wtth 82, one

ofwhose sections (a) ts linked to selection
input pins 3 and 4 of ICI. The second
section (b) ts used to set the duty factor
and symmetry of relevant output stg-
nals (triangle, stne and rectangular).
The symmetry is set with an auxtliary

voltage derived from the reference po-
tential, Urer = 2.5 V, which is generatcd
internally by ICI. The duty Iactor must
be adjusted with a symmetrical refer-
ence voltage. wh ich is obtained by in-
verting Ure! in IC3a, that is, amplified by
-1. The op amp is stabilized by an RC
network. The control range ofPj then ex-
tends from -Urer to +Uref'
The stgnal at the wtper ofPj ts applied

to duty factor adjust pin 7 of ICI via
IC2bwhen S2 is set to position sine. trt-
angle or rectangular. In positions man-
gle and pulse, the potential at pin 7 is set
with P2'Although thts potentiometer also
has a control range of -Uref to +Uref' this
isreducedtoabout40%. Thisdiminution
is required since all control Inputs. with
the exception of sweep, are normalized
to a range based on a control voltage of
±1 V.

The stgnal frequency can be vaIied via
voltage-controlled frequency adjust input
pin 8 and via current-controlled frequency
contro I current input pin 10 oflCI.
A voltage is applied to pin 8 when an

extemal signal is to provide frequency mod-
ulation. The control voltage, taken from
Jt" ts applied via S3a to IC2a, in which tt
ts ralsed x2.4 to normalize it to ±1 V.
With switch 53 in position 1, the input

at pin 10 oflC I enables the frequency to
be set manually so that the generator
can be used in the traditional way. Pin 8
is then low (via lC2a). The current sunk
via pin 10 varies between 16 pA and
250 pA.
With 83 in posrtion 3, the central fre-

queney ean be set with Pg. whereupon the
frequeney sweep around this frequency
ts arrangcd by a voltage at K4'
With 83 in position 2, op amp IC6b

rarses the external sweep signal at ~
x7.5, whereupon the signal is passed to
IC6avia S3b' Op amp IC6ats connected as
a voltage folIower, whose output is con-
verted Into a current to pin 10 of ICI by
R30. Here agam, ptn 8 is made low.
The output signal is available at OUT

(pin 19) of ICI. Since this is not suffi-
cient, It is applied to buffer amplifier
IC4. This op amp has a slew rate of
1000 V )1S-1and a peak output current
of 150 mA. It amplifies the output oflCI
x l O and, at the same time, ensures cor-
reet compensation ofthe offset voltage (in
conjunction with IC3b).The output volt-
age at K3can be preset between 0.5 Vpp
and 22 VPP' Resistors R22,R23' R24, and
R2Senaure an output impedance of50 n,
and at the same time that the output re-
sistance can dissipate sufficient power.
Thejunction RIS-RwR20 ts at ground

potential for a.c. via CIS, Clg and C20,but
clirect voltages at the output of IC3bare
applied to IC4. Stnce IC3 does not work
well wtth a capacitive load, a compen-
sating network, RIs-RI9-C17 is provided
at its ptn 7. In thts way, the offset of the
output signal can be adjusted by ±5 V.
The SYNCoutput (pin 14 oflCI) Is buf-

fered by TTL gate IC5eand then applied
to KI. The stgnal is at ITL level. The im-
pedance at KI is 50 Q.
All op amps in the ctrcutt, inwhich sig-

nals atfrequencies up to 100MHz can occur,
are decoupled extensively.
The power supply is stralghtforward

and traditional. The rectified symmetrt-

Brief specification

Output waveform: sine, triangle, pulse,
rectangular, sawtooth

Rectangularwave: tr, tf« 15 ns
Duty factor: variable 15-85%
Si ne wave: frequency range: 10 Hz-10 MHz;
THD«1%

Number of ranges: 6
Frequency stability: dfl f« 0.1%
Output level (sync): TIL
Output level (analogue): 20 V peak to peak
Offset compensation: ±5 V
Display: 41/2 digit
FM modulation: '0 ± 70%
FM sensitivity: ± 1 V
FM bandwidth: 2 MHz (Rio = 100 kQ)
Sweep range: 25:1
Sweep sensitivity: 0--1 V
Sweep bandwidth: 10 kHz (Rio = 100 kn)

cal voltage is regulated by IC7and ICs to
±15 V and by ICg and ICjQto ±5 V.
The display is coupled to K6 on the

generator via Kl. Pin 5 of this connector
carries the SYNC signal (which has the
same frequency as the output of the
MAX038. Unfortunately, there is no pos-
sibility ofthe display showtngwhether the
frequency is in Hz. kHz or MHz. How-
ever, a solution to this has been found:
if the display shows only digtts. the fre-
quency is in Hz; if the dtgrts are separ-
ated by a decimal point, the frequency is
in kHz, and when the digits are separated
by a decimal point and preceded by a
colon. the frequeney is in MHz.
The time base ofthe display eircuit is

provided by IC7 (note that this must be
the Aversion of the ICM7207). The IC
also generates a11control stgnals for the
counter proper and display driver ICg.
The combination of these two ICs forms
a frequency-independent counter. De-
pending on the level at pin 11 of IC7. a
measurtng period of 0.1 s for the three
highest frequency ranges or 1 s for the
three lowest ranges is used. This gives
measurtng cycles of 0.2 sand 2 s re-
spectively. This is too long for the high-
est frequencies, so that the times are
scaled down by 100 and 10 respectively.
This ts done in le6. The final measuring
result is displayed on LCDI'
Power-up network R3-C3arranges for
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TEST & MEASUREMENTS
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the display La be set to a defined readout
after the supply has been switched on.
Thts prevents the appearance ofundefmed
characters on the screen on power up.
The signal at pin 1 [BP) of the LCD en-

sures that lhe drsplay ts alwaysdriven by
a.c. Drtvtng it with d.c. would cause ir-
reparable damage.

Construction
The function generator is tntended to be
builton the double-stde. lhrough-plated
prtnted-ctrcutt board shown inFig. 4. 1bis
board consists of three parts, mother
board. display board and transformer
board, which should be separated from
each other before any other work is done.
IUsbest to start with the mother board: fit

four spacers in the Iixtng holes near the
corners-see Fig. 3. Use sockets for all
ICs. except Kf and IC4• which should be
soldered directly to the board. [Sockets cre-
ate too much spurtous inductance). Note
that lC4 uses the copper pad on the board
as heat sink. for which three special pins
are provtded on the device. Use adequate
solder to ensure good thermal coupling
with the cop per. When the board has
been completed. fix a small heat sink on

Fig. 2. Ctrcutt diagram of the display unit.

Fig. 3. The three boards that constitute the function generator.
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to IC4 as shown in Fig. 5: use a smaIl drop
of superglue for this.
A few points to note in the construc-

tion of this board: trimmer capacitor C7
is fitted at the track side as are the four
presets-see Fig. 6. The he at sinks for
IC7-ICsand ICg-IClOare fitted at the com-
ponent side. Make sure that the regula-
tors mounted on a common heat sink
are well insulated from one another: use
ceramic washers and plastic tubing in
each ofthe screw holes.
The mains transformer is mounted on

a dedicated, small board, which has,
however,no mechanical function: itmerely
provides the necessary connection points
and makes the required link between the
two secondary windings. The assembly
is fltted in the enclosure by the eyelets
in the trans former housing.
The display board is, of course, not

essential, but it is very useful. An exter-
nal frequency meter may also be used: if
so, it must be connected to the SYNC out-
put.
Inthe prototype, aIl ICsare fitted in sock-

ets; the LCD in two single-row 20-pin
sockets. Note that other than the speci-
fied LCD may be used.
The flatcable should be laid well away

from ICl, since the high-frequency digi-
tal signals carried by it may adversely
affect the operation ofthe IC.
Finally, note that capacitor C4 is a ra-

dial type that must be fitted axiaHy.

Setting up
Link the display board to the mother
board via a short length of flatcable.
Connect the mains transformer to K7on
the mother board and switch on the mains.
Take car not to touch anything at the
primary side of the trans former.
To adjust the symmetry ofthe slgnal,

set S:2 to position 4: rectangularwave. Select
a frequency of about 10kHz and turn P4
fully anticlockwise. Connect a multime-
ter, set to direct voltage to the output,
whose level should be minimal. Vary P3
(offset) until the multimeter reads 0 V.
Place an Re network, consisting of a

10 kQ resistor in series with a 1 JlFpoly-
propylene capacitor, in series with one of
the multimeter leads and the output.
Turn P4 fully clockwise and vary PI until
the d.c. component is 0 V.
Users fortunate enough to have ac-

cess to a spectrum analyser can do the
foHowing. On the function generator, se-
lect a sine wave output and adjust the level
of the second harmonie to a minimum
with PI'
To set the lower limit of the sweep

range, note that the IC works optimally
when the lower limit is set to one tenth
of the value of the lower limit indicated
by the range selector. Set S3 to posi-
tion I, SI to position 3 or 4, and vary P5
until the display shows aseries ofnum-
bers. Set S3 to position 2 and adjust P6
until the value read on the display is one
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Fig. 4. Component side of the double-sided, through-plated PCB.

tenth ofthat when S3was in position 1.
To set the upper limit of the sweep

range, set SI to position 6, turn P5 fully
clockwise and vary C7 until th display
reads 10 MHz.
To set up the display board, retain

switch SI in position 6 and place the
function generator in the vicinity of a
medium wave radio receiver. Connect a
short length ofbare circuit wire to the out-

put ofthe function generator and tune the
receiver to astation whose frequency is
known, but which should be near the top
end of the band above 1 MHz. Vary P5
until the station is wholly suppressed
and adjust Cl (display board) until the dis-
play reads the frequency ofthe radio sta-
tion.
The display module is, of course, best

calibrated with a standard frequency



TEST & MEASUREMENT

meter. works correctly. it should be assembled
in a suitable enclosure. for instance. as
shown in Fig. 7.The enclosure should be
sturdy and be screened to minimize elec-
tromagnetic radiation.

Assembling the generator
When the generator has been set up and

o
o
o :]o
o
o

Fig. 4b. Track side and third fotl fthe PCB (scale 1:2).

Mount the transformer at the rtght of
the rear panel and the other two boards
close behind the front panel. A possible
front panel layout is gtven in Fig. 8: note
that a ready-made foil for this is available.
A photocopy ofFig. 8 can be used as a dril-
ling template for the front panel.
Wiring from the mains entry (wtth in-

tegrated fuse holder) at the rear panel to
the mains transformer should be as
short as possible and be kept weIl away
frorn Cj-Ce.

\

Parts list

o

MOTHER BOARD
Resistors:
RI. R2. RI9 = 10 kQ
R3 = 1.30 kQ*
~. R29.R33= 1.0 kQ*
R5. Rg = 47 kQ
~. R18.R37-~1 = 10 Q
R7. Rs. R30= 10.0 kQ*
RlO = 40.2 kQ*
RII = 60.4 kQ*
R12.R34.R35= 100 kQ
R13.R36= 1kQ
R14•R26= 100 Q
RI5= 4.7 Q
R16 = 76.8 kQ*
Rl7 = 22.1 kQ*
R20= 243 Q*
R2I = 2.21 kQ*
R22-R25= 200 Q*
R27= 49.9 Q*
R28= 1.40 kQ*
R3I =68 Q
R32= 6.49 kQ*
*=10/0

Potentiometers
PI = 5 kQ (4.7 kQ) multiturn preset
P2. P3 = 10 kQ linear
P4 = 220 Q (250 Q) linear
P5 = 1kQ multiturn. linear (e.g. Bourns
Type 35908-002-102)

P6= 10 kQ multiturn preset

Fig. 5. Detail of how to fix a small heat sink
on to IC4with a drop of superglue.

Fig. 6. Detail showing how trimmer C7 is fitted
at the trackside of the mother board.
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FUNCTIONGENERATOR m
High-frequeney waveform generator

MAX038
The MAX038 is a high-frequeney func-
tion generatot that produces low-dts-
tornon stne. triangle. sawtooth or rec-
tanguJar (pulse) waveforms at frequenctes
from less than 1 Hz to 20 MHz or more.
ustng a minimum of external compo-
nents. Frequency and dutyfaetorcan be
independently controlled by program-
ming the current, voltage or resistance.
The desired outputwaveform is selected
und er logtc control by setting the ap-
proprtate code at the A:J and AI inputs.
A SYNC ou tpu t and phase detector are in-
cluded to simplify designs requtrtng track-
ing to an external stgnal source.
The MAX038 operates wtth ±5 V ±5%

power supplies. Tbe basrc oscUlator is a
relaxation type tbat operates byaltemately
chargtng and dtschargmg a capacitor.
CF.with constant currents, simultane-
ously productng a triangle wave and a rec-
tangular wave. The charging and dts-
charge currents are controlled by the
current flowing into IIN. and are modu-
lated by the voltages applied to FADJand
DADJ.The current into IlN can be varied
from 2 pA to 750 pA. productng more
than twodecades offrequency foranyvalue
of Cr.Applylng ±2.4 V to FADJ changes
thenominal frequency (with UfAlJ,J= 0 V)
by ±70%; this procedure can be used Ior
fine control.
The duty factor (the percentage of

time that the output waveform ts posi-
tive) can be controlled from 10% to 90%
by applytng ±2.3 V to DADJ.This voltage
changes the CFchargmg and discharge
current ratio whiJe nearly constant fre-
quency Is matntatned.
A stable 2.5 V reference voltage. REF,

allows simple detennination ofllN. FADJ.
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or DADJwith flxed reststors, and perrntts
adjustable operation when potentiome-
ters are connected frorn each of these
inputs to REF. FADJ and Zor DADJ can be
grounded. productng the nominal fre-
quency with a 50% duty factor.
The output frequency ts inversely pro-

portional to Cr:values ean be seleeted for
this capacitor to produce frequencles
above 20 MHz.
A stne-shaptng circult converts the

oscillator triangle wave Inlo a low-dls-
tornon stne wave with constant amplt-
tude. The triangle. reetangular and sine
waves are input to a multiplexer. Two ad-
dress lines, A:J and AI. control whieh of
the threewaveforms ts selected. Theout-
put amplifler produces a constant 2 Vpp
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Fig. 7. The completed funcuon gcncrator with top of enclosure removed.

9500&8 - 13

amplitude l±! V). regardless of wave
shape or frequeney.
The triangle 18 also sent to a com-

parator that produces a high -speed rec-
tangular-wave SYNCwaveform that can
be used to synchronlze other oscillators.
The SYNC clreult has separate power-
supply leads and can be dtsablcd,
Two other phase-quadrature reetan-

gular waves are genera ted in the bastc
oscillator and sent to one stde of an XOR
phase detector The olher stde of lhe
phase detector tnput, PDI. can beconnected
to an external oscillator. The phase de-
tector output. PDO,15a current source
that can be connected directly to FADJ to
synchronlze the MAX038 wlth the ex-
ternal oscillator.

Capacltors:
CI = 2.2 pF. polypropylene'. 10%
C2 = 220 nF. polypropylene' . 5%
C3 = 22 nF. polypropylene' • 5%
C4= 2.2 nf', polypropylene'
C5 = 180 pF. polyester, 2%
C6= 22 pF. polyester. 2%
C7= 22 pF foll trimmer
Cs. ClO.C13. C22. C27. C2S.C31. C32.
C35-C3S. C40= 10 nF

C9. CI I. Cl2 = 4.7 pF. 10 V. radial
C14. C16.C20. C21= 100 nF
C15.C17=100 pF ceramic
CIS. CI9 = 220 pF. 10 V. radial
C23•C24= 2200 pF. 35 V. radial
C25•C26= 10 pF. 16V. radial
C29. C30= 4.7 pF. 16V. radial
C33. C34. C39= 10 pF. 10V. radial
C41. C42= 100 pF. 16V. radial
C43. C44= 100 pF. 10V. radial

Semiconductors:
DI = IN4148
D2-D5 = IN4002



TEST & MEASUREMENT

Integrated circuits:
ICI = MAX038CPP (Maxim)
IC2 = OP249GP (Analog Devices)
IC3' IC6=AD708JN (Analog Devices)
IC4= OPA603AP (Burr Brown)
IC5= 74HC14
IC7=7815
ICs=7915
ICg = 7805
110 = 7905

\

Miscellaneous:
KI-Kt = BNC socket (board flttlng)
~ = lO-way box header
K7, Kg=3-way terminal block, 5mm pitch
Ks= 2-way terminal block, 7.5 mm pitch
SI, S2 = 2-pole, 6-position rotary switch
S3 = 4-pole, 3-position rotary switch
S4 = double-pole onj off switch
FI = fuse, 100 mA, slow
Tri = mains trans former, secondary
2x18V, 13 VA

2offheatsink, 6.5 KW-I (e.g.SK129j25*)
1 offheat sink, 83 KW-1 (e.g. ICK6j8L)
for DIP-8 case

4 off ceramic washers
Screened cable as required
Enclosure to individual requirements
(prototype = LC960 from LTP)

PCB Ref. No. 950068 (see p. 70)
Front panel foil Ref. No. 950068-F
(see p. 70)

*Dau (UK) Ltd, Phone (01243) 553031

DISPLAY BOARD
Resistors:
RI = array of 4x 10 kQ
R2, ~= io xn
R3= 1 MQ

Capacitors:
CI = 22 pF foil trimmer
C2 = 22 pF ceramic
C3= 100 nF, polypropylene
C4= 10 llF, 10 V, radial
C5-C12 = 10 nF

Inductors:
LI = lO011H

Integrated circuits:
ICI = 74HC08
IC2= 74HC266
IC3 = 74HC20
IC4= 74HC32
IC5 = 74HC14
IC6 = 74HC390
IC7 = ICM7207A
ICs = ICM7224

Miscellaneous:
KI = lO-way box header
LCDI = 4.5 dtgit liquid crystal display
(prototype Seiko SP516P)

XI = crystal, 5.24288 MHz
2 off 10-way socket
10-core flatcable as required.

[9500681
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READERS’Letters

4-way serial port switch
October 1997 - 970057
The correct value for capacitors
C4 and C5 is 10µF, 25V, not
4.7µF, 25V as stated in the Com-
ponents List on page 31.

PIC-controlled home
alarm system
April 1997 - 970022
In some cases, D7 starts to flash

Switchboard allows PRIVATE READERS  of Elektor Electronics one
FREE advertisement of up to 106 characters, including spaces, com-
mas, numerals, etc., per month. The advertisement MUST relate to
electronics, and it MUST INCLUDE a private telephone number or
name and address; post office boxes are NOT acceptable.
Elektor Electronics (Publishing) can not accept responsibility for any
correspondence or transaction as a result of a free advertisement or
of any inaccuracy in the text of such an advertisement.
Advertisements will be placed in the order in which they are
received. Elektor Electronics (Publishing) reserve the right to refuse
advertisements without giving reasons or without returning them.

CORRECTIONS & UPDATES

SWAP  Tektronix/Telequipment D65
dual-beam scope in g.w.o. for Bb

clarinet, must also be in g.w.o.
Phone Graham on (01142) 483587.

WANTED National cathode-ray
oscilloscope model VP-513A manu-
als or diagram. Willing to pay. John
S. Syros, 26 Kyprou Str., Athens
141-22, Greece.

FOR SALE Kits for 1.2 GHz
Multifunction Frequency Meter (EE
Dec 1992). Unmatched project. Kit
includes EPROM, PCB, LCD, front
panel, drilled case, all parts and
description. Few available, ultra-low
price £75 each. Anita, Sibberkerkstr
100, NL-6301-AW Valkenburg,
Netherlands. Email techtext@worl-
donline.nl.

SWITCHBOARD

apparently only available as sur-
plus items.

Video Copy Processor
ready-built?
Dear Editor, I wish to inquire
about an article you published in
your November 1997 issue. The
ar ticle in question is about the
‘Video Copy Processor’ designed
by W. Foede. The article explains
how ‘Macrovision’ works and
details how to build a device
which ‘stabilizes/eliminates’ the
signal. Although I have a knowl-
edge of electronics, all be it
somewhat limited, I still do not
have the necessary abilities to
construct this project. What I
wish to inquire about is, is there
a service you provide which
allows the public to have the
products/devices you publish, be
built? On page 32, under the
heading ‘Construction’, the ar ti-
cles states: “For your reference,
and for those of you who insist
on making the board themselves,
the ar twork of the singled-side
printed circuit board is shown in
Figure 4”. By this, I am led to

believe that there is service which
provides my request, perhaps it
is an extension on your Reader
Services. If my request cannot
be made, is it possible for you to
put me in contact with someone
who can, e.g., the writer of the
article?
Christopher Burke (by e-mail)

Hi Christopher, welcome to the
wonderful world of Elektor Elec-
tronics magazine. If you want to
build the projects published in
our magazine, there are basically
three options: 
1. Purchase the PCB and any
software item(s) (like a prepro-
grammed PIC or EPLD) from our
Readers Services, and then shop
around for the other compo-
nents.
2. Make the PCB yourself (pret-
ty difficult, hence our note in the
article), purchase the software
item(s) (like the preprogrammed
EPLD) from our Readers Ser-
vices, and then shop around for
the other components.
3. Buy a complete kit (this usu-
ally includes the PCB and soft-
ware items, if applicable) from

a kit supplier. Our advertisers C-
I Electronics and Stippler supply
kits as well as individual hard-
to-get components for many of
our published projects, includ-
ing the Video Copy Processor.
C-I Electronics may be reached
by e-mail on dil@euronet.nl, or
see their adverts in this and last
month’s issue for price and
ordering information. Mind you,
you still have to assemble the kit
yourself, we are not aware of any
kit build-up service in the UK.
Perhaps other readers can help?

Hybrid Power Amplifier
– Copyright Violation
Dear Editor, I wish to raise atten-
tion to an article presented in your
September 1997 issue, in which
an audio stage is in direct violation
of a copyrighted design by Audio
Enhancement Design, now Chris
Found Designs, and the subse-
quent manufacture of this circuit
by a then UK company.
The output stage of the Hybrid
Power Amplifier design by E.
Wincek is a copy of a design man-
ufactured by Beard Audio Ltd., and
is subsequently still in manufac-

ture by an Italian franchise. This
company is UKD, Preganziol, Italy,
but all correspondence for this
design should be made to Chris
Found Designs, 9, 437 Fulham
Road, Chelsea, London SW10 9TY.
Phone 0171-460-2143, fax 0171-
924-5501.
Furthermore, the PCB was origi-
nally designed by Gray PCB
Design in St. Ives, Cambridgeshire.

Christopher Found,
Chris Found Designs,

Chelsea, London.

We have investigated this mat-
ter using documents you kindly
supplied (circuit diagram and an
original PCB layout plot), and
found that the design as pub-
lished is only marginally differ-
ent from yours. We apologize for
not identifying Audio Enhance-
ment Design (now Chris Found
Designs) as the rightful copy-
right owner. Despite the copy-
rights, the project may be built
for personal purposes only, i.e.,
advice on any commercial use
of the design should be sought
from Chris Found Designs.

rapidly although the alarm
should go off. Normally, rapid
flashing of D7 indicates an alter-
nating-voltage fault. The prob-
lem may be solved by increasing
the value of C2 to 33µF.

Function Generator
June 1995 - 950068
If the decimal point and the
colon (:) are not displayed cor-

rectly, IC2 (in the frequency
meter section) has to be
replaced by a type 74HC7266.

ADC for Centronics port
July/August 1997 - 974088
Lines 130 and 140 in the pro-
gram printed with this design
generate a clock pulse too early.
Once CS has dropped low, D7 is
available on D-out (IC2). Lines
130 and 140 however cause D7

to be overwritten by D6, thus
killing the MSB. This happens
again in line 150 as a result of
the assignment i=1.
The recommended remedy is to
(1) delete lines 130 and 140
from the program, and (2)
change line 150 to read: FOR i
= 0 to 7.



ASTRA DIGITAL RADIO (ADR) - 2
In this second and final instalment we look at the channel
encoding principles and the signal processing at the
transmitter and receiver side of the ADR link.

By G. Kleine

THE signal processing blocks required
at the transmitter side of the ADR

links are shown in Fig. 1. The Acto-D
conversion in tbe stereo ADe with subse-
quent Musicam data reduction was de-
seribed in part 1 of this article. In the
Musicam coder, audio data is formatted
into ADR frames containing packets with
a length of 576 bytes. This prineiple was
also described in part 1. The da ta pack-
ets contain 32 words of ancillary data (for
instance, RDS). These words are trans-
mitted as 7 bits. Because the channel in-
terleaving eneoder (described further on)
does not afford sufficient proteetion for
the ancillary data, another channel en-
coding operation is performed with the
aid of a (7,4)-block code. This rneans that
four original bits (= one 'nibble') are ex-
tended to give a 7-bit code ward. This ia
done by adding parity bits whieh are
formed aeeording to a certain standard
[I}. Further proteetion against burst er-
rore, i.e., eorruption of several sueeessive
bits by a relatively long ncise burst, is
provided by interleaving (Fig. 2). Sinee
36 code words of 7 bits eaeh yield only
252 bits, while a total space of
32x8=256 bits is available in the ancil-
lary data section, foul' non-functional
bits are transmitted at the end (compare

Figs. 2 and 3 in part 1). These bits are re-
served for future applieations.

Channel encoding
The output of the Musieam audio eoder
then supplies the digital signal to be
transmitted (i.e., musie and aneillary
data). The subsequent stages serve to en-
code the data such that high speed trans-
mission ean be applied, and also to
modulate the data on to a carrier whieh
ean be aeeommodated in the baseband to-
gether with the video signal and any
(analogue) stereo TV sound programmes.
The first stage is a differential eneoder
whieh supplies the differenee informa-
tion between any two sueeessive bits.
This is done to eliminate the risk of am-
bivalence at the receiver side. Ta prevent
a pile of non-correctable errors as a re-
sult of relatively lang noise bursts on the
downlink path, the bitstream is inter-
leaved according to a fixed pattern
(Fig. 2). By applying the reverse, i.e. de-
interleaving, at the receiver side, the bit
errors are distributed such that error
eorrection is possible in most cases. Next,
FEe channel encoding is achieved by
taking the signal through a rate-1I2-con-
volutional eneoder. Here, quasi-redun-

dant information 1Sadded the bitstream
to enable the receiver to perform error
eorrection operations when neeessary.
Next the convolutional eneoder doubles
the data rate to 384 Kbit/s, and splits the
signal into two datastreams, CO and Cl,
each with a bitrate of 192 Kbit/s. The op-
eration of the interleaving encoder is il-
lustrated in Fig. 3. First, the input data
is applied to a 7-stage shift register, cer-
tain outputs of which are then added to
ereate the datastreams CO and Cl. Next,
modulo-S addition is applied, i.e., carry-
avers into the seeond binary position are
ignored and not proeessed further . The
error protectiou required fcr the satellite
link is achieved by means of accurately
defined take-off points on the shift regis-
ter.
The data rate may be reduced, with-

out seriously affecting the error protec-
tion, by combining eertain bits in the
datastreams CO and Cl aeeording to a
symbol puneture logic arrangement
shown in Fig. 4. This function is carried
out by the puneture logic block (Fig. 1),
which forms two I28-KbitJs datastreams,
land Q, from COand Cl plus the remain-
ing bits. Overall, the data rate at the out-
put of the Musicam encoder inereases
from 192 Kbit/s to 256 KEit/s, in other
words, by a factor 4/3 (whenee rate-3/4).
Finally, the signals are fed into a QPSK
modulator which is held at the required
subcarrier frequency by a synthesizer.
Each I+Q bit-pair Cdi-bit') seleets one of
foul' possible phase positions of the RF
output signal.
The ADR signal described so far is

added to other ADR subcarriers and the

Video Baseb
-f-1.02l7.20 MHJ: sign

Stereo TV Sound +
zx 192 kbiVs zx 128 kbitls

fs=48kHz 192 kbltls 192 kbitls = 384 kbitls = 256 kbitls

j .~~"J J
j j

0-. I--. I--.
Rate \

co
Rate \

I K+logue Stereo 1--0 Differential f-+ QPSK
In ADe Coder Encoder Convolutional Symbol Modulator

Encoder Puncture

~'0-. ~
Logic

t
~

+
48kHz

?f Further
extra data ADR-QPSK-
(e.g. ROS) Subcarriers

Synthesizer

L

Ana

R

and
al

950062 2 1

Fig. 1. Block diagrammatical representation of the functions at the ADR transmitter side.
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ABBREVIATIONS

analogue-to-digital converter
Astra digital radio
digital-to-analogue converter
digital music express
digital satellite radio
European Broadcasting
Union
frequency shift keying
colour, video, blanking,
synchronisation
forward error correction
frequency modulation
International
Electrotechnical Committee
International
Standardisation
Organisation

IR infra red
LNC low-noise converter
Musicam masking-pattern adapted

universal sub-band
integrated coding and
multiplexing
moving pictures experts
group
quadrature phase shift
keying
radio data system
television
intermediate frequency

ADC
ADR
DAC
DMX
DSR
EBU

FSK
CVBS

FEC
FM
IEC

ISO

MPEG

QPSK

RDS
TV
IF

video signal plus associated sound sub-
carriers, to give a baseband which can be
uplinked to the satellite via a frequency
in the 14-GHz band.
Table 1 once more summarizes the

Astra transmission parameters.

At the receiving side
Ta be able to recover the ADR informa-
tion from the baseband, the baseband it-
self must first be obtained by FM
demcdulation of the 11 GHz signal Te-
ceived form the satellite transponder.
Not surprisingly, stand-alone ADR re-
ceivers contain roughly the same front
end as a regular Astra receiver. Second-
generation reccivcrs, however, will avoid
this duplication of functions by integrat-
ing an ADR decoder into the Astra re-
ceiver.
The block diagram of an ADR receiver

is shown in Fig. 6. Ta be able to demodu-
Iate different subcarriers, signals are
usually mixed down to a fixed intermedi-
ate frequency of, for instance, 10.7 MHz.
This means that only one IF bandpass
filter is required whose frequency and
phase response is accurately tuned to
QPSK demodulation. Furthermore, a
'flat' group delay response is required to
avoid distcrtion ofthe demodulator input

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JUNE 1995
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original data

transmit dala

received data
(after de-interleaving) ~..L_1.......I_..J..._1.......I_..J..._1.......I_..J..._L....I_..J..._L\

950062·2·2

Fig. 2. How interleaving is applied to minimise the effects of noise bursts.

co
+

192 kbit

7-stage
shift register

input data
192 kbitls ---I~.I

o oG1 =

Cl
Q ~-\.J' Modulo-2 adder

GO,G1 ~ Generator polynomial
192 kbit

950062·2·3

Fig.3. Principle of 1/2 convolutional encoding using a shift register and polynominals.

co = o
,,-, ,-, ,,-, ,-,,

/CO(3) ~
,

'CO(6) ~:CO(1): CO(2t : CO(4): CO(Sl, , , ,
I I ,, , I I ,, ,
I\C1(1)} 'Cl(2), C1(3) 1\ C1(4») 'C1(S) , 'C1(6), , ' , , , ' ,- - '-' - - '-'

C1--+

C1 =

CO(1) CO(3) CO(4) CO(6)

C1(1) C1(2) C1(4) C1(S)

~I

~Q

950062 - 2-4

Fig.4. The convolutional encoder data are 'punctured' to achieve data reduction.



RADIO, TELEVISION AND COMMUNICATIONS

Fig.5. Prototype ADRlOMX receiver (courtesy Kathrein Germany).

signal. The QPSK demodulator outputs
two datastreams, I' and Q', which may
have errore caused by noise on the satel-
lite-to-earth link. The QPSK demodula-
tor also recovers the clock of the I' and Q'

signals. This clock is used for the subse-
quent signal processing stages.
The demodulator is followed by a

Viterbi decoder, which farms the coun-
terpart of the interleaving eneoder frorn

Fig. 3. It processes the redundant bits in
the datastream to establish the most
probable bit order. The Viterbi decoder
contains a very complex integrated eir-
cuit which 18capable of high-level flUID-
ber crunching to process and correct the
datastream received from the de-inter-
leaver. It also processes the redundant
bits in the datastream, and establishes
the bit order with the highest prohabil-
ity, all in real time. A complete descrip-
tion of the operation of the Viterbi
decoder is, unfortunately, beyond the
scope of this artic1e, and also requires
some knowledge of mathematics applied
to digital signal processing. For the pur-
pose ofthis article is it sufficient to know
that the Viterbi decoder is capable of
eliminating nearly a11errors in the I' and
Q' datastreams, and yields a 'net' bit rate
of 192 Kbitls for use by the subsequent
stages.
The Viterbi decoder is followed by a

decryption block for DMX reception (op-
tional), which requires a Smartcard

8aseband

T' Video

-0-+ Satellite TV "'-' ---:"ideo signal

tuner ~ (CV8S)

5 MHz
950 ••.

2050 MHz not required
if baseband input is available

--- ------ ---- - --- - -- - -- --
21(128 kbltls

fs=48kHz'" 256 kbitls 192 kbitls 192 kbitls

J

J J J-4- M
X e.g. 10.7 MHz Decoding

MUSICAM.. 1-+ 00 -+ QPSK ~ vlterbl- f--+ (only with f-+ audio Stereo Analo~ demodulator deooder DAC
00 DMX) decoder ou

~t ~

~ ~ t t t cpnca
Synthesizer f--*t Microprocessor 4 Digital Digit

output outp

r--:2it ! t
Smartcard
reader IR IR

recetver transmitter Display + keyboard
(onlywfth
DMX)

Listenin 4t-J 4t-J
g~

card

DMX

t! 11

Remote control

950062-2-5

Fig. 6. Block diagram 01 a stand-alone ADR receiver.
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DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION SOLUTIONS

--------
---- Ga--..----- ~.....-
~~~~.

UIlq][J) ELECTRONICS Ltd
Park Road Centre, Malmesbury, Wiltshire. SN 16 OBX UK
Tel: 01 666825146 Fax: 01 666825141

ADR TRANSMISSION SPECIFICATION [1]

Audio encoding:

Audio müdes:
Preemphasis:
Audio frequency range:
Audio sampling rate:
Audio quantisation:

Audio S/N:
Modulation type:
Net bit rate:
Gross bit rate:
Interleaving:
Interleave factor:
Generator polynomials:
Symbol puncture logie:

C/N 126 MHz bandwidth)
Frequency range:

Channel raster:

Channel bandwidth:
Stereo channels:

ISO/IEC 11172·3 l.aver-Z IMusieaml
two-channel (mono), stereo, joint stereo

50~s, 15 us, or none
20 Hz to 20 kHz

48 kHz
16 bits

>90 dB
differential QPSK'

192 Kbit/s
256 Kbit/s

CCITTV.35
3/4 with k=7

GO = 1111001; Gl = 1011011 lefFig. 3)
CO= 101; Cl = 110 (cf Fig. 4)

9.5 dB for BER lxl0E-5

6.12 MHz to 8.14 MHz Iwith video signal!
0.18 MHz to 9.00 MHz lentire transponder for ADR)

180 kHz
130 kHz 1-3dBI

12 Iwith video signal!
48 lentire transponder for ADR)

m ADR Speeifieation, Oetober 1994, SES-Astra, Betzdorf, Luxembourg.

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JUNE 1995

reader to be built into the receiver. The
microprocessor in the ADR receiver
checks if the listening card inserted by
the user is valid. If so, the Dl\1Xdecoder
is enabled.
Ta return to an analogue signal, a

Musicam decoder is first required whicb
accepts tbe data-reduced audio part of
the 192-Kbit!s datastream, and feeds the
ancillary data to the microcontroller. The
Musicam decoder uses a set of sca1ing
factors to reconstruct the timing of the
left and right hand channels, and out-
puts sampling values at a rate of 48 kHz
to a stereo DAC. Some ADR receivers
also have an electrical andJor optical dig-
ital output which is connected to the out-
put of tbe Musicam decoder.
A central microcontroller checks and

controls the receiver electronics, and
arranges for all relevant data to be
shown on a display. Provision is made for
a special bidirectional infrared link be-
tween the ADR receiver and the remote
control. This allows additional informa-
tion to be displayed on a small LCD
screen on the remote control. The display
could show, for example, the title of the
song or music piece being received, the
artistls), end, possibly, also the title of
the CD on which the track may be found.

(950062·2)



INTERNET: WHAT IS IT?

No other subject has caused such commotion in the
telecommunications world as Internet. Although this network
has been in use for more than a decade, everybody is
suddenly enthusiastic about the digital highway. In fact, you
can't open a computer magazine these days without hitting on
a story about the hype of hypes, Internet.

By our editorial staff

THE roots of the Internet are, as in so
many cases, found in the military.

The net was first set up in the nineteen-
sixties within the framework of military
and scientific research at the U.S.
Ministry of Defence. Since then, the
National Science Foundation (NSF) has
been responsible for the Internet, which
originally served to cffer technicians na-
tionwide a means of exchanging research
Information quickly and efficient1y. The
Internet being an inherently strategie
project, the importance of protecting its
structure against link failures was soon
recognized. Consequently, Da central
server was used on the network. Today,
the structure of the Internet allows com-

puter systems to communicate at high
speeds via an infrastructure which can
expand by itself to literally any size. In
the early days of the Internet, only four
computers were linked via the network.
Any time a new information supplier ex-
pressed a wish to pa r-ticipate, his com-
puter was connected up to the network.
In the course of more than twenty-five
years, the number of links grew to form
the extensive, worldwide network as we
know it today.
In theory, because there is no central

computer or authority, the participants
rule on the network, and they are able to
jointly determine the standards to be
used. This has come true in practice. The

THEDIGITRL HIGHWAY FOR WORLDWIDE
COMMUNICATION
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Fig. 1. Welcome screen presented by the Internet link facility of Compuserve.

most recent estimates indicate that there
are currently about 3 million computers
worldwide connected to the Internet, a1-
lowing about 30 million users to ex-
change information. The number of users
increases every day.

The possibilities
The Internet offers a number of services
to its users. For instance, they can com-
municate with each other by electronic
mail (e-mail). In practice, the distribu-
tion of themail is not tied up with just
the Internet. Users of other e-mail sys-
tems such as CompuServe and FidoN et,
may be reached via the same system.
In view of the current explosion of in-

terest in the Internet, experts expect e-
mail to take over the function of today's
fax within a few years. Whereas the fax
only allows a printout on paper to be
transmitted, e-mail gives you the oppor-
tunity to transmit original documents,
enabling the receiver to do further pro-
cessing on these documents.
Another interesting way of communi-

cation 1S via news groups such as
Netnews and Usenet. Each Internet user
is free to join such a newsgroup. A news-
group functions as a kind of BBS (bul-
letin board service) within the Internet.
Every time a user who is a member of a
certain newsgroup links to the Internet,
he or she is able to receive the latest mes-
sages which circulate within his or her
newsgroup(s), free of charge. Meanwhile,
the nu.mber of newsgroups has risen to
several thousands, each having its own,
special, interest. If there is Da newsgroup
for a specific subject, Olleis easily set up.
A well-kncwn newsgroup is, for in-

stance, camp, which stands for comput-
ers. Within this group there are
sub-groups, for instance, comp.lang.pro-
log for prolog programmers, or
comp.lang.C++ for C++ users. Likewise,
scientists involved in, for instance, astro-
nautics are found in the sub-group
sci.space. Biotechnology is discussed by
members of the sci.bio.technolagy sub-
group. Should YOll be interested in the
social background of Chinese culture, it
is recommended to consult with the
newsgroup 'social sciences', more in par-
ticular, the sub-group soc.culture.china.
Riveting stuffl
Direct communication between

Internet users is also possible by means
of the Internet Relay Chat (IRC), which
enables contact via the keyboard and the
screen.
Using advanced graphice-baeed search

programs like Gopher and Archie, the
user gains direct access to databases, li-
braries and other information suppliers.
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The organisation

Currently. an organisation called
Internet Society (ISOC) ia responsible for
the Internet. This organisation was
founded in 1992, and has taken up the
responsibility for the future develop-
ments of the net. Their main areas of at-
tention are:
- standardising the protocols used;
- promoting the Internet;
- development and enhancement of the
technology.
The ISOC itselfhas long since lost its all-
American face. In the course of time it
has became a worldwide organisation in
which representatives of companies and
institutions work together. Within the
ISOC, an number of workgroups are ac-
tive. The best known of these are:
-Tbe Internet Architecture Board
(lAB), whose main foeus is on stan-
dardisation of the technology used;
-Tbe Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) which concentrates on
solving current problems;
- The Internet Research Task Force
(IRTF) which deals with long-terrn re-
search.

The most pressing problems related to
the Internet are the protection of the
user's privacy, the use of the available
bandwidth, and the administration of all
names. Each Internet user must have a
unique name. The president of the
Uni ted States, for instance, can be
reached at the address president@white-
hause.gau. Thanks to the unique name,
information can be exchanged between
two users. Fixing a name for a certain
user involves a procedure marked by a
lot of debating.

Communicating with the
Internet
The Internet is a pubhc network, which
means that it is accessible to everyone.
Connecting to the network is possible in
a number of ways, as indicated by the
large number of advertisements in com-
puter magazines. Internet service
providers such as CompuServe, Euronet,
XS4All and Surfnet functicn as an inter-
mediary between the Internet and the
user, in other words, they offer access to
the Internet to anyone with a computer
and the appropriate software. As might
be expected, the charges for this service
depend strongly on the services offered.
In most cases, a basic rate per month ap-
plies, plus the coat of the time one 1S ac-
tually connected to the network. The
most obvious services are:

e-mail
In many cases, it is only possible to 'pur-
chase' so-called e-mail services. The
provider then assigns a kind of mailbox
to the user. This mailbox is connected to
the Internet.
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Fig.2. As iIIustrated by this picture of the O.J. Simpson trial, the WWW enables the user to
communicate graphically with the Internet. For Windows, Netscape is an excellent piece of
software.

Log-in access
With this type of access, the user has his
computer ring up the service provider.
The only software required to do so is a
terminal emulation program. The
provider's computer has all the software
necessary to put the user through to the
Internet.

IP access
This is one of the most flexible types of
access to the Internet. The computer is
permanently connected to the Internet,
and so forms a physical part of the net-
work. The telephone line is then usually
a special data line, hired from the rele-
vant telecom provider. These data lines
are in genera1 too expensive for most
srnall users.

Quasi-permanent IP access
This type of connection is a combination
of the two types mentioned above. The
da ta link between the user and the
provider ia not made until it is required.
The link is automatically broken as soon
as it is not used for a certain time.

IP access via a network
Most universities and other large insti-
tutes use their own network as a direct
gateway to the Internet.

The connection
You da not have to fork out large sums to
get going with the Internet. Any reason-
ably fast (386 and up) PC with a fast
modem (14.4 KBaud or 28.8 KBaud) may
be used plus, of course, the appropriate
software. A number of programs are in
the public domain, or are shareware, and

available against a nominal charge only.
Apart from that, suppliers of operating
systems make their own contribution.
IBM's OS/2 Warp package, for instance,
comes complete with software to link to
the Internet, while IBM also acts as a
service provider, arranging access to the
net for any user of 082 Warp.
Microsoft reportedly intends to do the

same with the Windows 95 operating
system, the successor of Windows 3.1.
Microsoft is also to offer network servicee
at competitive prices via the Microsoft
network (MSN) which 1S due to start as
this arttele is being written. The MSN it-
self also provides access to the Internet.
As soon as Windows 95 is on the market
(reportedly around August 1995), com-
puters users in about 35 countries will
have direct access to the MSN.

The main protocols
The Internet is so versatile that it is
hardly possible for a single program to
give access to all facilities. although that
can be expected to changed rapidly by
new developments in the field of soft-
ware. Many different auxiliary programs
('tools') in the shareware and public do-
main are offered for most types of com-
puter system. Internet providers often
offer a software package with the rele-
vant functions and support for the proto-
cols required.
Tbe Telnet protocol is used to connect

a terminal to a remote host computer via
the Internet. The terminal then allows
the computer to be used just as if the sys-
tem was connected directly. Setting up a
Telnet connection with a host computer
is possible on the Internet once you know
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Fig. 3. A key ward enables you to find information on the Internet in a simple way. Here, we
are scouring for information on top model Claudia Schiffer.

the computer's name. To prevent any-
body who knows the name from getting
direct access to the system, a password is
requested after you enter your user
name. In most cases, Telnet users obtain
only limited access to a system, certain
sections being 'screened'. This is called
'anonym aus Telnet'. Thanks to this func-
tion, any user is allowed to obtain 'public'
Information from a system, for instance,
by consulting a database, without inter-
fering with the operation ofthe hast com-
puter.

FTP sessions (File Transfer Protocol)
are available to exchange da ta between
two computers. The FTP tool allows com-
puter users to download files and store
these on their own hard disk. The files
may be any type of data, i.e., programs,
text, drawings, photographs, etc. The ef-
ficiency of the data exchange is increased
by the use of data compression systems.
The FTP function also offers an anony-
mous mode, which, however, restricts the
type of software which may be down-
loaded to share ware and public domain
only.

Archie is an archiving system which is
frequently updated. Using this system,
an index may be created which contains
the names of the many thousands of
servers on the Internet. Archie offers
three options to the user:
- establish a Telnet connection with the
server;
- if Arehis is on the Internet server, it can
be run from there;
- make use of e-mail.
Arehie has two important limitations.
Because it works via anonymous FTP,
the archive is restricted to files whieh

can be requested anonymously. All files
are indexed by name. Because there are
no descriptors, the names are pretty
cryptic at times. The Archie system was
developed by McGill University in
Canada.

Netnews has a key function in the ex-
change of information between news-
groups. Netnews is just a different name
for the entire collection of newsgroups.
The Internet provider decides which
newsgroups are accessible to the client.

Usenet is related to Newsnet in that it
embraces al1 computers which exchange

information via Newsnet. This makes
Usenet a cluster of users. The computers
which are active within Usenet exchange
information according to a schedule. All
computers active at oue time in the ex-
change together form a 'site'. Such a site
may comprise of many thousands of com-
puters.

IRe (Inter Relay Chat) is a protocol that
enables several users to communicate
with each other via the keyboard and the
sereen. The applications of this function
are fairly limited.

E-mail is the electronic mail function
which is employed by virtually all
Internet users. Many programs are capa-
ble of handling e-mail. Moreover, access
to a mail address is not restricted to
users of the Internet - al1 other net-
works connected to the Internet may be
reached directly. That makes e-mail emi-
nently suited to sending electronic infor-
mation around the globe in a very short
time, and at low cost,

Gopher is really your guide on the
Internet. This program, developed by the
University ofMinnesota, makes informa-
tion sources more easily accessible via a
menu structure. Gopher reduces upload-
ing and downloading programs to a sin-
gle keystroke, while it is also suitable for
running an FTP 01' Telnet session. The
only condition for the Gopher user is that
the computer which is logged on has the
required supporting software.

Veronica goes one step fur-ther.
Developed by the University of Nevada,
the Very Easy Rodent Oriented Netwide
Index to Computerized Archives enables
you to use key words to search in Gopher
title indexes.

-',/-:'Irt>m" I'n (t"
Oft1tiCeQ7~e

Fig.4. The White House is just a phone call away.
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INTERNET SURFSPEAK

Archie
Backbone
ONS

Finger

FTP

Gopher

HTTP

HTML

IP

IRC

NOIS

Newsgroup

MNTP

001

PING

Protocol

Router

URL

SLiP/PPP

SMTP

SNMP

TC P/I P

Usenet

UUCP

Veronica

WAlS

WHOIS

Winsock

WWW

System to loeate files stored on FTP servers.
Fast central network wh ich links sm aller networks.
Domain Name Structure, a system which translates Internet
addresses inta comprehensible names.
Auxiliary program to find out whether or not a specific user is
actually connected to the network. Also used to look up an e-
mail address.
File Transfer Protocol, describes the way in which files may be
exchanged between a hast system and a computer.
Auxiliary program which provides information on the
hierarchical structure of the net.
Hypertext Transfer Protocol, used mainly for the distribution of
documents via the World Wide Web.
Hypertext Markup Language, an encoding system which allows
text, graphics and sound to be linked by hyperlinks in
documents.
Internet Protocol, a standard which describes the way data
packets are transmitted over the network.
Internet Relay Chat, a protocol to enable keyboard-to-keyboard
communication between users.
Network Driver Interface Specification, a Microsoft specification
wh ich enables the use of different protocols on a single
network.
Bulletin board system containing information on a particular
subject.
Network News Transport Protoco!, an extension of the TCP/IP
protocol wh ich describes how messages from newsgroups may
be exchanged between compatible servers.
Open Datalink Interface, a standard data interface designed by
Apple and NovelI, with features compatible with those of NDIS.
Packet Internet Groper, a TCP/IP utility for transmitting data
packets to a computer over a network. PING may be used to
check if a computer is connected to the network.
a set of rules which describe how a certain action must be
executed.
a combination of hardware and software wh ich arranges the
direction of the data flow.
Uniform Resouree Lacatar, a name given to the location of
ebjects. Names are used wh ich are easy to remember.
Serial Line IP/Point-to-Point Protocol, two protocols used to get
in touch with the Internet via aserial link. Most Internet
software support bath pratacols.
Simple Mail TransferProtocol.asimple protocol which
describes how e-mail messages may be transmitted via a TCP/I
network.
Simple Network Management Protocol, this describes how
information may be exehanged between display systems and
databases.
Transmission Contral Protacal/lnternet Protocol, a collection of
netwark and transport protocols for the communication
between several PCs via a network.
User Network, a public network formed by many thousands of
newsgroups.
Unix-to-Unix Copy, originally a Unix program wh ich enables
two PCs running Unix to exchange data.
Very Easy Rodent Oriented Network index to Computerized
Archives, a software utility wh ich looks for text in Gopher
menus.
Wide Area Information Server, software used to index large text
files on servers.
TCP/IP utility which may be used to gather information on other
Internet users.
Windows Socket, an Application Programming Interface (API) to
make Windows programs run via a TCP/IP network.
World Wide Web, a network of servers wh ich use hypertext
documents. Many Web even allows the use of sound and video.
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WAlS is a program which makes data-
bases accessible, provided these data-
bases have a so-calledWAIS index.

WWW stands for World Wide Web. Just
like Gopher, this is a utility to locate in-
formation in a quick and efficient way.
WWWwas developed by the European
Particle Physics Research Centre
(CERN). The key word with WWW is hy-
pertext, which refera to a system in
whieh information ie presented using
'multimedia' (sound and vision).
Documents are then a combination of
text and graphics, plus a descriptian of
how these elements are linked. Special
programs are available, such as WWW,
Lynx and Mosaic, to proeess the graphics
information.

Recently introduced software such as
Netscape integrate a11protoeols in one
program. No doubt the rapidly growing
interest in Internet will boost the avail-
ability of clever and efficient software for
all protoeols.

Name assignment for
e-mail
Within the IP (Internet Protocol), a
structure has been devised to make
sure that each user has a unique ad-
dress. Addressing on the Internet is
based on number sequences separa ted
by points. A translation system was set
up for the average user to make sure
that an easily understandable name is
assigned. Within the very extensive
network, so-called domains are used.
The Domain Name System(DNS) uses
a structured way to assign names. All
domains in the United Kingdom, for in-
stance, end with '.uk'. An overview of all
currently used country codes may be
found in the newsgroup alt.internet.ser-
vices where an article circulates about
this matter ('International E-mail
Accessibility').
Each domain usually has a number of

sub-domains. In the UK, for instance,
such a sub-domain is formed by Keele
University (Staffs). Anyone connected to
the university's computer has an address
which ends with 'keele.ac.uk'. Within the
university itseIf, there may be further
sub-domains for certain departments.
Sinee any user should be able to find bis
or her mail in his or her ownmailbox, the
name is also included in the address,
using the '@' (at) separator to indicate
the exact Ioeation of the addressee. For
instance, janet@ce.keele.ae.uk.
A different addressing system is used

in the United States, where the subdivi-
sion in domains is based on application
areas. Addresses in the USA end with
letter combinations such as 'com' (for
commereial organisations), 'mil' (for the
military), 'gov' (for government bodies),
'edu' (for educational institutes) or 'org'
(for other organisations).
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Intrcducmg Stacy Sanches
March 1995 Playmate

Deep in tue Hear t of Texas
Ir you're in the mood fOI' a hrtle country-and-western boot
scoodn'. meet z.t-yeer-old Stacy Sandies who baDs frOIR D811as.
Texas. Miss March shares her dance tlteory: "The good-looking
guys can'u dance. Tbe geeky guys are the olles with
good-looldng gtrls on their arms." Take a spin wlth Staey bt
these prevtcusly ttnpubUsbed phctes made avallable onlyon
lnternet.

Fig. 5. The Internet offers an immense variety of information. Playboy magazine, 10r example,
has its own 'corner' where playmates are presented, and interviews with celebrities may be
found.

Cheaper phone calls via
Internet?

Telephone line providers worldwide who
once rubbed their bands as Internet be-
came popular now face unexpected com-
petition. Internet Phone offers users the
possibility to telephone worldwide at the
rate of a local call! An Israelian company,
Vocaltec, recently introduced a program
called 'The Internet Phone' which enables

users of a PC equipped with asound card
to establish a voice connection. The sound
card in the PC digitizes the signal picked
up by a small microphone. Next, the data
is beavily compressed and then ex-
changed with the other party via a high-
speed modem and, of course, the Internet.
At the receiving end, the data is deeorn-
pressed and made audible again via the
sound card and a set of loudspeakers.
Such a speech link is inberently simplex

Flight Day 10
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Fig.6. During the recent space shuttle flight,
the NASA relayed pictures and video clips on
to the Internet which were received directly
from space.
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(one-way), and the software shows an
ieon to tell you that you are allowed to
speak. It's a bit like talking intc a hand-
held radio transceiver, but one with a
very long range indeed!
The cost of a telephone call made in

this way (at either end) is that of the call
to the relevant Internet provider(s).
Particularly with international calls,
these costs can work out much lower
than those of a 'traditional' overseas call
charged by, say, BT 01' others. The
Internet Phone program costs U$50, and
may be found at ftp.vocaltec.com, or
www.voealtec.com.This IDeation also
eontains a demo version of the program.
The minimum system requirernents are:
486 rc, 25 MHz, 8 MByte RAM, sound
card with mierophone and loud-
speaker(s). A modem is required with a
minimum data speed of 14.4 KBaud.

The future
The National Seienee Foundation re-
cently announced that it will no longer
maintain the Internet. Meanwhile, other
organiaations have expressed their will-
ingness ta keep the network running
within the United States. Furthermore,
the American company International
Discount Teleeommunications has
stepped in to ensure the Internet re-
mains aceesible to every eountry in the
world. IDT's faun der and President.
Howard Jonas, expressed the cornpany's
firm intention "to make the Internet
more aeeessible than ever before". Ajoint
effort with companies from Switzerland
and Korea has already resulted in new
nodes in these countries. The aim of IDT
is to ereate loeal points of eonnection in
over 50 countries by the end of 1995. To
do so, they are looking for well-estab-
lished eompanies throughout the world
to enter into a venture with IDT to bring
Internet to their country. (950073)

Welcome to the Astro-2 Flight Deck!

_The Schedule of Events Hets the crew's activitin for the day.
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APPLICATION NOTE
The content of this note is based on information received from manufacturers in the electrical
and electronics industries or their representatives and does not imply practical experience by

Elektor Electronics or its consultants.

Current-sense amplifiers Max 471/472
By G. Kleine, based on a Maxim application

rr-he MAX471/472 are complete. bidi-
1. reettonal. high-stde current-sense
amplifiers for portable pes, telephones,
and other systems where battery jd.c.
power-line monitoring is requtred.
High-side power-Itne morutortng is es-
pecia!ly useful in battery-powered sys-
tems, since it does not interfere wtth
the ground paths of the battery cnarg-
ers or monitors often found in 'smart'
battertes.
The MAX471 has an interna! 35 mfl

current-sense resistor and measures
battery currents up to ±3 A. For appli-
cations requiring higher current or in-
creased flexibtltty. the MAX472 func-
tians with external sense and gain-set-
ting rcststors. Both devices have a CUf-
rent output that can be converted to a
ground-referred voltage with a single
resistor, allowing a wide range of bat-
tery voltages and currents. Both de-
vtces operate from 3 V to 36 V, draw
less than 100 pA over temperature,
and inc1ude a 5 pA max. shutdown
mode.

Function
The MAX471 provides an output cur-
rent that is proportionaJ to the mea-
sured current. The output current ts
independent of the direction of the
monitored current, so that, in the case
of batteries, both the chargtng and the
discharge currents can be measured.
The SIGN output indicates which is
which.
Figure 1 shows a simplified Iunc-

tiona! diagram of the MAX471 with in-
ternal Rsense' With the MAX472, Rsense
and rcststors RG} and RG2 must be
added externally.
Assurne that current flows from RS+

through Rsenseto RS-, whtch is, for in-
stance. the case when a battery is
being discharged. In this case, ampli-
fier Al ts active and output current 10
flows from the enutter of Q}. Since no
current flows through RG2 [Q2 is off),
the negative input of AI is equal to
Vsource - (Iload . Rsensel. The open -loop
gain of Al forces its positive input to
essentially the same level as the nega-

N.C. 2

Rsense Ib

MAX471

950075 - 11

SHDN

Fig, 1. Functional diagram of the MAX471.

(R8+)
Rsense

MAX472

TI

950075 - 12

GNO SHDN

Fig, 2. Functional diagram of the MAX472
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Fig. 3. MAX471 as battery monitor in a microprocessor-controlled system.

tive input. Therefore. the drop across
RG} equals 110ad . Rsense. Then, since 10
flows through Q I and RG (ignortng the
very lowe base currents),

10 . RGI = Iload. Rsense'
or

10 = (Iload. Rsen,el /RG I·

The output current ts converted tnto
voltage Vout by a resistor between ptn 8
(OUT) arid ground. In the MAX471, the
current -gajn ratto has been preset dur-
ing manufaeture to 500 flA/ A, so that
an output resistor. Rout. of 2 kn pro-
vides 1 V A-J for a full-scale value of
+3 V al ±3 A. Other full-scale values
can be set with different Rout values.
but the output voltage can be no
greater than VRSt - 1.5 V for the
MAX471 or VRG- - 1.5 V for the
MAX472.

Vout = (Rsen5eXRoutxI!oad)/RG.

where Vout = the desired full-scale out-
pul vollage. Iload= the fulI-seale eurrent
being sensed, Rsense = the current-
sense resistor, Rout = the voltage-set-
ting resistor. and RG = the gain-setting
resistor (RG = RGI = RG2).
When the current is a chargtng cur-

rent, whtch flows through Rsense in the
opposrte dtrectton. A2 and T2 are actu-
ated by the polartty logic, Smce, In the
MAX471. RGI = RG2. the forrnulas just
given apply for charging and dtscharge
eurrents. With the MAX472. the de-
stgner is free to give the two resistors a
different value, so that the scales for
the two conditions are dissimilar.
The current at OUT tndicates magni-

tude. The SIGN output indicates the
current's dtrectton. Operation of the
SIGN comparator ts straightforward.

GND

RS+ AS-

RS-

MAX471 SIGN!-"'--, \

•SHDN OUT

+-!battery
!336V

Ubattery

MAX471 5 High", discharging
SIGNI-::.-++-+- ....

SHDN OUT1-"-+----....
1V/A

High", shutdown

950075 . 14 High = shutdown 950075.15

3...36V

CURRENT·SENSE AMPLIFIERS MAX471/472

When QI in Fig. 1 and 2 eonduets. the
output of AI is high. while that of A2 is
zero. Under this condition, a high SIGN

output tndtcates positive current flow
(from RS+ to R5-). In battery-operated
systems, this is useful for determining
whether the battery is being charged or
discharged. The SIGN output may not
correctly tndtcate If the Ioad current is
such that loul is less than 3.5 p.A. The
MAX471's SIGN output accurately tndt-
cates the dtrectton of current flow for
load currents greater than 7 mA.

SIGN ts an open-collector output
(sinks eurrent only), allowtng easy In-
terface with legte circuits powered from
any voltage. Conneet a 100 kQ puIl-up
resistor from SIGN to the logtc supply.
The convention chosen for the polarity
of the SIGN output ensures that it
draws no current when the battery is
being dtscharged. If current direction ts
not needed, float the SIGN pin.
The MAX471/MAX472 are shut

down by making SHDN high; the deviees
then draw a eurrent <5 flA. In the
shutdown mode, SIGN is high im-
pedance and OUT turns off.
Power supply to the MAX471 is via

R5- (plns 6. 7), and to the MAX472 via
Vcc (pin 7), whtch may be connected to
either side of Rsense (because of the ttny
voltage drop across this resistance.
which side does not matter).

MAX471 application
Figure 3 shows how the MAX471 is
used in a microprocessor system to
monitor the chargtng and dts charge
currents of a battery. The rrucroproces-
sor and legte ctrcutts operate from a
regulated 3.3 V supply derived from the
battery. whereas olher parts of the sys-

Ubattery
"-------"

RG1 RG2
High'" dischargin"

7
SIGNr~""'---'"vcc

MAX472

ffiITr~~__~U~o~~~~
SHDN

4
GND

N.C.

}
,ou1

Ik

2
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Fig. 4. Two MAX471s connected In parallel. Fig. 5. PCB track used as sense-resistor for MAX472.
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tem operate directly from the battery.
The current drawn by the system is

measured by connecting pin 8 (OUT) of
the MAX471 to the input (ADIN) of an
analogue-to-dtgf tal convcrtcr (ADe) in
the microprocessor. Resistor Rout con-
verts the output current ofthe MAX471
into a voltage. Its value has been cho-
sen such that when the system draws
maximum cur-rent, the voltage applied
to the ADC input is near to maximum
requirement. Care must be taken to en-
sure that the input rcststance of the
ADC ts Iarge enough to prevent the volt-
age at OUT ts not loaded excessively (a
vaJue > 10 Rout ts recommended).
The SIGN output Is made high via a

100 kn pull-up resistance and Iinked
to the Px.y tnpu t of the processor.
From thts input, the processor can de-
termtne whether, for tnstance, the bat-
tery is betng charged durtng operation.
The shutdown input of the MAX471

is driven by the Pv.w output of the

FEATURES
• 16/32 blt 68307 CPU for fast operatlon
• Up to 1 Mbyte of EPRQM space onboard
• Up to 512Kbyte 5RAM space onboard
• 32 Kbyte SRAM fitted as standard
• R5232 senst with R548S option
• MODBUS & other protocots supported
• Up to 22 digital 1/0 ehannels
• 2 timerkounterfmatch reqisters
• I'C port er Mbus & Watch dog taciutres
• large Proto-typinq aree for user clrcults
• up to 5 chip setects avaüeble
• Program in C, C++, Modula-2 & Assembler
• Real Time multltasking Operating System
• 059 or MINOS with free run time ucense
option

• Manufacturing evailable even in low
voromes

• A full range of other Controllers avallable

For users of
Püs, 8051 &
68000

P.C. 'C' STARTER PACK ATONlY (295 + VAT
The Miero Module will reduce developrnent time for
quick turnareund products/projects and with the P.c. '('
Starter pack allow you to start coding your applieation
immediately, all dnvers and librarle~ are supplied as
standard along with MINOS tbe real time operating
system all ready to run from power on.
The 'C' Starter pack induoes : A Miero Module with 128
Kbyte SRAM, PSU, Cables, Manuals, C compiler, Debug
monitor ROM, Terminal program, Downloader, a single
ccpy of MIN05, Extensive example softwere. and free
unlimited techntcal support all for i295.

ri .l, .~~ Cambridge ";"op,",,",o,.........,...LJJ;:.J Systems Limlted

Unit 17-18 Zone '0', Chelmsford Rd. lnd. sst.,
Great Dunmow. Essex. U.K. CM6 1XG
Phone 01371875644 Fax 01371876077

processor SO as to sink the current
during standby. Note tha t durtng
standby only the measuring stage of
the MAX471 is disabled: in no circum-
stances is the supply line from the
battery interrupted.

High-current measurement
Stncc pin 8, OUT. is high impedance,
several MAX471s may be connected in
parallel as shown in Fig. 4. Care must
be taken to ensure that the branches
have the same reststance. If this were
not so, the output currents would not
be equal, whereupon one of the
MAX471s would be overloaded.

When to use MAX472?
The MAX472 should be used when the
Iong-term maximum load current is
expected to be greater than ±3 A, but
tt can, of course, also be used when

the full-scale load current is smaller
than ±3 A. The table shows suggested
component values and tndtcates the
resulting scale factors for vartous ap-
plications required to sense current
from 100 mA to 10 A. Higher or lower
sense-current circuits can also be
built.
If the cost of Rsense becomes an

issue, par-t of a PCB track may be
used to create a sense resistor as
shown in Fig. 5. Owing to the inaccu-
racies of such a 'resistor'. it will be
necessary to adjust the full-scale CUf-

rent value with a potcntiomcter. Also,
the resistance temperature coefftctent
of copper is fairly high (about
0.4% oe-I). so in systems that expert-
ence wide tcmpcrature variance this
aspect should be taken into account.

Reference: Maxim Ptecision, high-side
current-sense amplifiers (19-0335;
Rev 0; 11/94). [9500751

Full-scale load Currcnt-scnse Gain-setting Output Full-scaJe Scale factor
current rcsistor resistors resistor ou tpu t voltage Voutl lsense
Isense (A) Rsense (mn) RG1 = RG2(n) Roul (kQ) VoutM VA-l

0.1 500 200 10 2.5 25
1 50 200 10 2.5 2.5
5 10 100 5 2.5 0.5
10 5 50 2 2 0.2
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ELECTRONIC SANDGLASS

Here is a microprocessor-based version of the original silicon-
powered sandglass. More versatile than the original 3-minute
only version, this sandglass, though still based on silicon, can
be set to run from 1 to 99 minutes. Great for children!

Design by Andrew Woodfield

YOUNG chlldren find it hard to read
the time. The lang-hand and the

short-hand on the clock are frequently
mixed up. Digital clocks can be even
more confusing for children, with
numbers bctng read back-ta-front,
even upside-down!. Curiously, the dif-
ficulty with reading the rtght time
seems to rise to a peak around bed-
time, or when something important
has to be done.

An ordinary sandglass is a great so-
lution, stnce it clearly shows how
much time has elapsed, and how
much ts left. Bu t for avid readers of
books, especially the author's chil-
dren, the typical 3-minute sandglass
was not nearly lang enough.
'The Electronic Sandglass was the

solution I came up with to salve the
problem. It is programmable, allowing
for ttmed durations of up to 99 rrun-

utes. It ts also very colourful. Even
when not in use, tt serves as a useful
'rught-ltght' for children who need
same he1p tn getting off to sleep. In op-
eration. tt simulates the falling sand-
grains of the original, and allows
children to quickly Judge how lang it
has to run before the lights go out. Or,
to be truthfu!. the time to run untü the
next appeal for rnore time to lugher au-
thorities.
To keep the project as simple as

possible, the sandglass only uses one
chip. The 87C751 is one of the small-
est and most powerful stngle-chtp mt-
crocontrollers available. The chtp
drives the dtsplay, reads the switches.
sounds the alarm, and counts the
time. With only a few parts required to
thts busy little chip, the sandglass is
also quick and easy to make.

The 87C751
microcontroller
The microcontroUer used in the timer
is one from the 8051 family. Ortgtnally
developed by Intel. the device ts also
made by a number of other companies.
One of these, Philips Semtconductors.
produce a range of 8051 variants to
meet different applications. and the
sandglass uses one of the smallest
family members, the 87C751.
As for almost all single-chip micro-

controllers, the 87C751 includes
EPROM (erasable programmable read-
onIy memory), RAM (randorn access
memory). CPU (central processing
unit) functions and 1/0 ünput/output)
pins. The miere has three ports with a
total of 16 1/0 Itnes. two interrupt
ptns. several spectal timer input ptns.
in addition to two versatile internal
timers. The Philips 12C special serial
control bus is also implemented on the
chtp. for use with the wide variety of
extern al interface chips available in
the [2C farnily.
Manufactured in CMOS technology,

the 87C751 has a low current con-
sumption and heat dissipation. The
chip can be placed in several idle
modes, where it warte for some stgnal
requirtng it to act. In this quasi -sleep
mode, it only draws a few mtcro-amps
of current.
The 1/0 ptns can be programmed

into a variety of modes. Some pins
share functions, and may be used ei-
ther for direct 1/0 or for some inter-
rupt-drtven function. The r2c serial
bus system pins on the device may be
used to drive specialized chips for use
as infra-red remote control, analogue
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1/0, additional parallel 1/0, or even
complete radio synthesizers.
In the prcsent application, the I2C

interface is not used. Instead, the chtp
directiy drives an array of LEDs which
stmulate the sand of a sandglass.
Through fast multiplexing of the dis-
play, -the current requirements of the
timer are minirnised. The 87C751 is a
current miser in any case, consumtng
less than 20 mA for most of the time.
Overall, the LED display that repre-
sents the sandtimer adds another
5mA.

How it works
The circuit diagram of the electronic
sandglass is shown in Fig, 1. All of the
instructions executed by the micro-
controller are contained in its Interrial
read-only programmable memory.
These instructions guide tt step by
step through a11of tts functions. They
are accurately ttmed by the oscillator
crystal, which for the sandglass has a
frequency of 11.0592 MHz. This is a
standard frequency for MC5-51
processors.
The micro directly drives all of the

display, contral and alarm interface.
The display consists of 17 LEDs of var-
ious colours, driven by the micro
through a 6x3 row and column matrtx.
Each row is driven from one port.
while the three columns are driven by
three other port ptns. All ptns are
buffered via individual tranststors due
to the LEDdrive current requirements.
These exceed the individual pin drive
capabilities of the 87C751.
The display in fact serves a tri pIe

duty. Its prime role is to emulate the
sand in a sandglass, of course. Its sec-
ondary duty is to provide a simple
colourful random display to attract
users when not in use as a timer. The
third use of the display ts when pro-
gramming the timeout perrod. The
LEDs are then used to display the
alarm time from 1 to 99 minutes, dis-
playtng the incremented time as the
SerFtme button is held down.
The display consists of only

17 LEDs, and to display the numerals
from 1 to 99 takes a little tmagtnatton.
particularly with the '4'. Despite this
limitation, the time display 1S quite
clear and easy to read. The LEDs dis-
play the alarm time when the Seffime
button ts used. showtng the time
briefly before reverting to the random
display.
The micro contains two timers, one

of which operates almost continuously
in the background. This produces the
heartbeat 'tick' of the clock. This clock
is used (0 control the strobing of the
display. When the timer is running, it
is also used to measure tbe requtred
alarm time. While the software allows
tlmtng down to aresolution of millisec-
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the electronic sandglass. One chip does it all.

onds, this application only requires us
to time to the nearest mtnute. and this
is the resolution we use within the
tirner itself.
The sandglass is operated by just

two controls, the SetTime and Start-
Stop buttons, which are connected dr-
rectly to the mtcro. It periodically
checks for their status, debounces
them, and watts for them to be re-
leased before continuing. The SerTtme
button allows the required timeout pe-
riod to be set. The Start ZStop button,
as the name implies, starts and stops
the ttmcr. Times from 1 to 99 mtnutes
may be entered, and errors such as
trytng to set the timer for 0 minutes
are automatically detected and ig-
nored.
To allow fast opcratrons. since set-

ting the ttmer via the SetTime key
takes aminute or so whtle the timer
display increments through the avail-
able ttmes. the ttmer reads the user's
preferred time from one of the ports
when It is first started. The preferred
(preset) time Is set with the aid of an 8-

way DIP swttch, 53. For most applica-
ttons. the combination of the preset
time and the 5etTime button will be
more than adequate.
The timer indicates that the time

has elapsed by flashing all the LEDs,
and by emitting a warble from the
piezo speaker. The use of the plezo
speaker maximises the volurne while
rninimising current consumption. This
avoids the alternative, the use of a drt-
ver transistor and speaker. Since this
timer may weil be used for other pur-
poses, one other port pin has been set
aside for drtving external devices dt-
recUy. This pin may be buffered and
used to drive an extemal relay or other
devices.
The timer is powered from a single

9-V battery. The battery voltage is
stepped down a three-pin regulator
type 7805, which delivers the 5-V sup-
ply required by the mtcrocontroller.
Decoupling capacitors are used
around the regulator to ensure stabil-
ity and reduce any possible tnterfer-
ence.
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Fig. 2. Track layout and component mounting plan of the peB designed for the sandglass (board available ready-made, see page 70).

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
Rl = 41kQ
R2;R4;R6;Ra;R,0;R12;R14;R1S;R16 = 10k.Q
R3;Rs;R7;Rg;Rl1;R13 = 100kO .
R11-R33 ,,; 6800

Capacitors:
C,;CS;C6 = 10IJF63V
C2;C3 = 22pF
C4 = 100nF

Sellliconductors:
O"Ds = 1N4148
09;013;017;02,;025= tEO, green
0'0;011;012;022;023;024 = LEO, red
0'4;015;016;01S;019;020 = LEO,yellow
026= 1N4002
T,-T6 = BC557B
T7;Ts;Tg = BC547B .
IC, = 87C571 (order code 946641-1)
IC2 = 7805

Miscellaneous:
S,;S2 = PCBmount presskey, e.g.,
MultiMec CTL3.
S3 = 8-way OIPswitch.
BZl = piezo buzzer, passive.
Xl = 11.0592MHz crystal.
Printed circuit board and programmed
87C571: order code 950052-C (see
page 70).

Construction

The design of the printed circuit board
is shown in Fig. 2. This board is avail-
able ready-made together with the pro-
grammed microcontroller. Start by
fitting the wire links on to the board.
Check your work very carefully, be-
cause if you forget to fit one, the timer
is not likely to work, even if you do fit
the other parts in the correct way.
Next, add the capacitors, the resistors,
the diodes and the DIP switch. Check
the polarity of the e1ectrolytic capaci-
tors and the diodes.
Insert the socket for the micro. If

you can not get hold of a 'narrow' (0.3-
in. wide) 24-pin IC socket, use three 8-
pinsockets instead. Make sure the
notch is at the side indicated on the
component overlay. Then carefully sol-
der the crystal. While using the
11.0592-MHz crystal suggested will
produce the best timer accuracy, any
crystal within 250 kHz from that fre-
quency will be acceptable. For exam-
ple, if you 'have an 11 MHz crystal
available, that will be suitably accu-
rate.
Install the transistors for the dts-

play, and then the LEDs. Since the
display uses three n-p-n transistors
(BC547B) and stx p-n-p transistors
(BC557B), there is room for confusion
here. Check before soldering. The
LEDs must be mounted at a hetght of

about 6 mm. The simplest way to do
this is to get hold of some drinking
straws, and cut offpieces with a length
of 6 mm. Insert one of the LED legs
through it, and then solder them into
the PCB. Again, watch to make sure
you install them the correct way

83(5) 83(6) 83(7) 83(8)

off off off off

off off off on

off off on off

off off on on

off on off off

off on off on

off on on off

off on on on

on off off off

on off off on

unlts ....

o

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Table 1. The DIP switch allows you to change
the preset timeout period.
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around. The two push-buttons should
be mounted a little htgher than the
LEDs. Plastic PCB spacers are suttab-
vle for that pürpose.
Mount the 78(L)05 voltage regulator

next. Add the battery wires. and once
more check that all the components
are fitted correctly. in the rtght place,
and the light way around. Do not in-
sert the microcontroller yetI
Connect a 9-V battery and measure

the voltage between pm 24 (positive)
and ptn 12 (negative or cornmon) of the
mlcrocontroller socket. The meter
should display between 4.5 V and
5.5 V. If the voltage is too high or too
low, check and fix the fault. The fault
is likely to be either a poorly soldered
jotnt. or the regulator has been fitted
the wrong way around. Do not proceed
until your firner passes this test.
Disconnect the battery.
The next test checks the display to

make sure that the LEDs are con-
nected correctly, and the drtver tran-
ststors are functioning. Temporartly
connect pin 5 of the mtcrocontroller
socket to ground. Reconnect the bat-
tery. LEDs Dg, D[[ and D[3 should
light. Temporarily link, one at a time,
pins 6, 7 and 8 to ground. This should
turn each of the LEDs off in turn.
Disconnect the ground link frorn

pin 5, and connect it to pin 4 to test
the next row. Then repeat thts test
agatri for subsequent rows, ustng
pins 3, 2, 1 and 23. lf any individual
LED does not light, check to see that It
has been inserted into the peE cor-
rectly. If an entire column or row of
LEDs does not function correctly.
check the relevant buffer transistor.
Note that one row only has two LEDs.
Now set the DIP switches in accor-

dance with the preset timeout period
you want. The switches in block 83 are
programrned in BCD (binary coded
decirnal) to represent the tens and
units of the destred time. If the switch
is omttted. the ttmcr will initialise itself
with adefault period of 10 minutes.
Table 1 indicates the swttch settings.
For example, to program a timeout

period of 15 minutes you require a bl-
nary pattem 0001 0101. This ts
achieved by leaving switches 83(1). 83(2).
83(3]. 53/5) and 53(7) open, and closrng
53(4)' 83(6) and S3(8)' The pattern on the
DIP switch then looks as folIows:

53(1) 83(2) 53(3J 53(4) 83(5) 53(6) 53(7) 83(8)
off off off on off on ofT on

To help you wtth the orientation,
switch 83(}) Is eonnected to diode D}.
and 83(8) to diode D8.

lt should be noted that the limer
reads the swttches at power-on only. If
you want to change the preset value,
you have to disconnect the power first
and then change the swttch sctüngs.
Next, install the 87C751, observtng
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Fig. 3. Fully populated board before it is fitted on to the perspex stand.

preeautions agatnst staue eleetricity
dtscharges whieh may darnage the de-
vtce. Also make sure the chip is fitted
the rtght way around on the board.
The mfcro has a notch at the top which
should be at the same end as the
notch printed on the PCB overlay and
the notch on the socket.
Attach the battery. The display will

remain blank for abou t half a second
before bursting into life with the ran-
dom light display. This will run as long
as power is conneeted, and the timer is
not running.

Using the sandglass
Press the SetTime button, and release
tt. The display will briefly change to
show the preset time you encoded with
the DIP switch. If you did not fit the
swttch. the timer will display the de-
fault time of 10 minutes. If you con-
tinue to hold the SetTime button, the
ttmer will slowly increment the Alarm
Time, displaying each number in turn.
and startmg at the preset value read
from the DIP swttch. After dtsplaymg
99 rninutes, the ttmer will start agatri at
1 minute. A ttmer setting of '0' or
greater than 99 minutes ts not possible.
Onee the time has been set. the

timer can be started. Press and release
the Start zStop button. The timer drs-
play will change agajn. this time 10 the
simulation of the sandglase. The 'sand
gratns' will fall btt by btt. changing pe-
rtodically. The displaychanges at a
rate of 2,5 seconds per minute of
alarm time. For exarnple. if the alarm

time is two minutes, the display will
change every Itve seeonds. For an
alarm time of 15 mtnutes, the display
will change every 37.5 seconds.
If Ihe StartyStop bulton is pressed

during this mode, the ttmcr display
will flash and revert to randorn mode,
halting and re setting the timer.
Pressing the SetTime button has no ef-
feet in this mode. You must stop the
timer to reset the alarm time.
At the end of the preset time, Ihe

alarm starts. This consists of repeated
display flashing and rising beeps of
sound frorn the piezo speaker. They
will continue for about aminute, or
until the Slart/Stop button is pressed.
Thts resets the tirner back to the ran-
dom mode.
All of this may sound a ltttle com-

plex. but in fact the operation of the
timer is qutte stratghtforward. A few
minutes of experimentation will
demonstrate all the functtons and
clarify any eonfusion.

Making the timer's plastic
stand
The timer can be mounted into a sutt-
able enc1osure, or on to the ltttle per-
spex stand shown in the photographs.
Thts is made from a stngle sheet of
2 mm or 3 mrn thick smoked perspex
whieh has been bent to form the stand.
The best way to bend it is to use a hot-
air gun or electric paint strtpper.
which is probably the safest and best
controllable. You will need to expert-
ment to see how long to heat up your
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piece of perspex before it will bend. If
you heat it too much, small bubbles
will appear in the plastic. and this
rutns the effect you are aiming for. If
the perspex has protective paper on It,
remove it before trying to bend it.
Place the perspex on a suitable SUT-

face, and blow the hot alr over the area
of the fold from about 5 to 10 cm away.
Play the hot ajr over the area for about
10 seconds. then carefully try to bend
the perspex over a sharp corner. It is
recommended to use several pieces of
plywood; one as the sharp edge, the
other to push agatrist the hot perspex.
You will need several trtes before you
get the hang of this, so be prepared to
expertment. Da not use any sart of
flame! Perspex is flammabJe!
The sheet should be drilled as shown
in Fig. 3 before bending tt. Mounting
of PCB on to the stand is simple with
the aid of four plastic PCB spacers.
Securing the battery and connecttng it
10 the board completes the construc-
tion of the sandglass.
Finally. it ts. of course, possible 10

use a mains adaptor with an output
voltage between 9 V and 12V d.c, in-
stead of the 9-V battery. The average
current consumption of the timer is
about 25 mA. 19500l.,
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Fig. 4. Drilling details of the perspex stand.
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WHISTLE-CONTROLLED SWITCH

This circuit switches two electrical loads on and off under the
control ot an acoustic signal. The remote control operates
reliably up to a distance ot about tour metres (15 teet) and is
weil protected against interference. The system does not
require a transmitter because control signals are generated
physically rather than electronically. The only proviso is that
you are tairly proticient in ... whistling!

Design by H. Bärnthaler

THE circuit is an acoustic swttch for
two loads which are controlled by

whistle signals. Such a switch can be
very useful in locations where the light
swttch is difficult to find in the dark,
such as in the cellar or on the loft.
Another application is as a protecttve
device, fOT instance. to prevent unau-
thorized use of your computer system
or stereo equipment. As lang as unau-
thorized users remarn unaware of your
very personal swttching signal, they
will be unable to get your equipment to
work. So, plenty of applications.
The acoustic swttch ts fairly sensi-

tive' so you da not have to follow a
crash-course in power whistling to be

able to use It. Additionally, the built-in
interference suppressor affords a good
degree of protection agatrist triggertng
by randorn signals.

From microphone to relay
The whistle-controlled switch ts in
essence an acousttc receiver with
swttching outputs. If you look ahead at
the ctrcutt diagram. the ctrcuit proper
sits between an electret microphone el-
ement at the input and two relays at
the output. The tmainly digital) elec-
tronics in between ensures that the re-
lays are switched on and off in
response to an accurately defined

whistling Signal only. The relays re-
spond to two different signal frequen-
eies, so you may have to practice a bit
to be able to whistle the 'high' and 'Iow'
tones with sufficient volume and accu-
racy as regards frequency.
So rar. it all seems fau-ly simple, but

the question is, of course, how the cir-
cuit converts the whistle tones into re-
liable swttchtng signals. Before going
into detail as regards the operation of
the ctroutt. tt may be useful to gtve a
broad outline of the way the stgnals
are processed.
The acoustic signal picked up by the

microphone ts first amplified and then
taken through a band filter whose
pass-band Is 'tuned' to human
whistling stgnafs. This effectively
blocks signals wtth vastly deviating
frequencies. Next, the stgnal is con-
verted into a square wave whose pe-
rtod ts compared with that of an
adjustable 'reference block', This oper-
ation actually fonns a kind of 'channel
Illter', because it allows the circuit to
determtne whether the 'high' or 'low'
whistle was detected. Once the whistle
tone has been trans lated into a corre-
sponding legte level. the output section
of the circuit changes the state (onZoff)
of one of the relays.
The circult also contains an effec-

tive noise suppression filter, whtch
teils the digital secnon whether the
whistle tone has sufficient volume and
duration. If so, a kind of 'o.k.' stgnal is
generated which enables the output
secnon. So, no switching takes place
until the proper whistle stgnal is recog-
nised.

Practical circuit
The complete circuit diagram of the
whistle-controlled switch is gtven in
Fig. 1. The diagram is so clear that a
block schematic ts really superfluous.
From the prevtous descrtptton. it ts
c1ear already that the circuit ccnsrsts
of five blocks: input amplifter. bandfil-
ter, channel filter, power driver(s) and
noise filter. All of these sub-ctrcutts
are easily recogruzed in the ctrcutt dia-
gram. Let's have a look at how they
work.

Input amplifier and bandfilter
The ptck-up device Ie, evidently, a mi-
crophone. Thts may be a dynamte mi-
crophone, although it is much more
likely that an electret (also called 'con-
denser') element is used. That is why a
phantom supply is provided with the
aid of resistor RI. The signal picked up
by the microphone arrrves at transis-
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WHISTLE-CONTROLLED SWITCH
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Fig. 1. The main functions in this circuit are a bandfilter (IC1a), a chan ne I filter (IC2b; le6), switchlng stages with memories (T2; T3; leS) and

a noise suppressor (IC1c; IC1d).

tor Tl via capacitor CI. Tl acts as an
amplifier and provides a gain of about
x50. Preset PI allows the gain of the
amplifier (and thus the sensitivity of
the switch) to be matched to the volt-
age produced by the mtcrophone used.
From the wiper of PI. the signal ar-

rives in the circuit around opamp IC1a.
Thts forms an active band filter whose
frequency determining components,
C2, C3• R3 and ~. have values which
cause the 'low' and 'high' -3-dB roll-off
points to lie at 775 Hz and 2 kHz re-
spectively. This corresponds reason-
ably weil to the frequency range of the
art of whistling. The slope of the filter
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IC1 = TLC274

IC2,IC5 = 4013
IC3 = 40106

IC4:= 4081

is about 6 dB per octave. This gtves a
sufftctently narrow band for the pre-
scnt application. Tbe voltage gain of
the ftlter ts set to x1.5.
The stne wave shaped signal at the

output of JCIa is then fed to opamp
IClb• whtch acts as a comparator with
a hysteresis of about 20 mV.
Consequently. a minimum Input level
of 0.3 mVpp ts required for the com-
parator to respond. The frequency of
the output stgnal produced by JCIb is
halved by btstable JC2a,which supplies
a symmetrical square wave at its out-
put. A1though the bistable already
forms part of the noise filter, tt Is more

convenient to mention it here because
of the layout of the circutt diagram.

Channel filter and relay drivers
The square wave stgnal produced by
lC2a is fed to the clock input of JC2b.
This bistable, helped by timer JC6, acts
as the channel filter. The ttmer JC is
wired as an astable multivibrator
whose mono time is adjusted with pre-
set P3, When the half period time of the
square wave Is shorter than the mono-
time of [C6, the D input of [C2bwill be
high on the postttve-gotng edge of the
clock stgnal. Consequently, the Q out-
put is then high after the positive-
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going clock edge. Only when the half
period time exceeds the monotime, the
D-input will be low during the clock,
and the Q output changes state. The
'changeover' frequency of the channel
filter is adjusted by changing the
monotime of P3 with the aid of preset
P3. Above this frequency, whistle slg-
nals are recognized as 'high', and
below this frequency, as 'low'.

RC network R20-CIO gives just
enough delay to prevent spurious tog-
gling of IC2b.Since Schmitt trtgger IC3f
inverts the stgnal, its output is at '0'
for the 'high' whistle, and at 'I' for the
'low' whistle.
The output section consists of two

switching stages, each of which with
its own memory in the form of a
bistable (IC5a;IC5b).
The legte level at the output of IC3f

corresponds to the whistle frequency,
and is fed to AND gates IC4dand IC4c
(the latter via inverter IC3d).From the
output of IC3e, a 'I' is applied to the
other inputs of the AND gates If the
input stgnal meets the requirements
demanded by the noise filter - more
about this further on. Depending on
the frequency of the received whistle
signal, the output of either IC4dor IC4c
goes high. At that instant, either IC5a
or IC5b receives a clock pulse, so that
the relevant bistable changes state.
These D-type bistables thus provide a
kind of memory function. IC5aand IC5b
each drive a relay v.ia a transistor, T2
or T3. These relays controlloads, such
as lamps, via connectors KI and K2.To
make sure that the relays are not actu-
ated at power-on, IC5 is endowed with
a power-on reset circuit, consisting of
IC3c,R25and Cig.

Noise filter
To make sure that the circuit does not
res pond to random beeps and whistles
whose frequency may fall inside the
pass-band of the band filter, a sub-cir-
cuit has been added which ts, strictly
speaking, not a filter although it does
act like one. Most noise will. consist of
stgnals which, although they may
briefly have the rtght frequency, are
too short to be recognized as a 'valid'
whistle. Signals with strong modula-
tion or interruptions, too, are too
short, overall, to be recognized as a
valid switching signal. In short, the
circuit mustbe capable of detecting
the rtght tone frequency, and in addi-
tion set up a minimum limit as regards
the duration of the tone.
This is achieved in the first instance

by adding network R9-C5' As already
mentioned, the received whistle stgnal
is converted into a square wave with
the aid of IClb and IC2a. This square
wave is averaged by the previously
mentioned RC network. Provided the
input signal is sufficiently long, the
symmetrical character of the square

Fig. 2. The peB design is weil laid out and compact. Terminal blocks K1 and K2 are con-
nected in series with one 01the supply lines 01the relevant load (board not available ready-
made through the Readers Services).

r - '.;. • J ....

wave ensures that the voltage across
C5 is about half the supply voltage. As
soon as there is something amiss with
the input signal. that will be reflected
by the voltage across C5.Thus, any de-
viation of this voltage from a pure
square wave (duty factor 0.5; mark
space ratio 1:1) can be used to detect
an 'error' condition for the noise filter
to act on.
The function of accurate voltage

comparator necessary to implement
the error detector is carried out by a
window comparator. This consists of
opamps IClc and ICld. The 'wtdth' of
the detection range is adjustable with
preset P2. Only if the whistle signal
meets the previously mentioned re-
quirements, and the voltage across C5
has the rtght level and minimum dura-

tion, will the output of comparator
charge capacitor C6 to a level which is
high enough for the input of IC3a to
recognize a logic '1'. If the conditions
are no Ionger satisfied, C6 is dis-
charged rapidly via Pd03 or O2/03.
Schottky diodes are used in these po-
sitions to enable C6 to be fully dis-
charged and so achieve the widest
noise margtn,
Summarizing, a legte 'I' is copied to

ANO gates IC4c and IC4d only if the
right whistle stgnal is received. Only
then, the channel filter is able to make
bistable IC5aor IC5btoggle.

Adjustment
The circuit contains three presets,
which have to be adjusted intuitively
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R"R,. = 2kfl2
R, = 680kfl
R3,R12,R14,R,. = 15kn
R"R"R21,R'2 = 100kfl
R.= 150kfl
R, = 10kn
R8=4Mn7
R.,R'8 = 47kfl
RlO,R11 = 22kn
R13 = 820kfl
R15,R17,R'3,R" = 3kfl3
R,o = 390kfl
R'5 = 1Mfl
P, = 2kfl5 preset
P3 = 10kQ preset
P, = 5kQ preset

Capacitors:
C, = 220nF
C2 = 1nF
C3 = 5nF6
C, = 4~F7 16V
C5 = 330nF
C.,ClO = 470nF
C, = 330pF
C8,C'3-C'8 = 10nF
C.,C,. = 100nF
C11 = 1000~F 25V radial
C12 = 10~F 16V radial

Semiconductors:
0,,0,,03 = BAT85
0,,0.,0.,010 = LEO, red, 3 mm, low
current
05,0,,08 = 1N4001
T,-T, = BC547B
IC, = TLC274
IC2,IC5 = 4013
IC3 = 40106
IC, = 4081
IC. = TLC555
IC, = 7809

Miscellaneous:
K"K, = PCB terminal bleck, 2-way,
pitch 7.5 mm.
K3 = PCB terminal bleck, 2-way, pitch
5mm.
Re"Re, = PCB relay 12 V/5 A le.g.,
Siemens V23057-B0002-A 101).
Electret microphone element.

and by trtal and error.
Preset PI determines the gain of the

preampltfter. and thus the 'hearing
rangc' of the swttch. The maximum
range of the prototype was just over
four metres.
Preset P2 sets the size of the com-

parator's window, or the speed at
which adeviation is recogruzed as a
fault. As the window becomes nar-
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WHISTLE-CONTROLLED SWITCH I

Fig. 3. Use this photograph to check your own construction work.

rower, the chances of a wrang stgnal
being recognized as 'o.k' become
smaller. At the same time, the de-
mands on the whistling ability of the
user increase. Finding the rtght settmg
of this adjustment is therefore bound
to require quite some whistling.
The changeover frequency of the

channel füter ts set wtth the atd of pre-
set P3. The best value ts, again, depen-
dent on you, the whistler, and can only
be found by trial and error adjust-
ment.
Two monitor LEOs, D9 and 010, are

available to help you adjust the circuit.
These LEOs are driven by ANO gates
lC'a and lC4b, and signal the state of
the noise filter and the channel filter
cutputs. without the delaying action of
RI3-C6. In addition, two LEOs show the
state of the relays, so that you do not
have to connect a load while adjusting
the circutt.

Construction
The printed circutt board destgn for
the whtstle contralIed swttch is shown
in Fig. 2. Unfortunately this PCB is
not available ready-made through the
Readers Services, so you have to make
it yourself. Construction is all plain
sailing tf you stick to the parts list and
the mdtcattons on the component
mounttng plan. The relays mentioned
in the parts list are capable of swttch-
ing currents up to 5 A, wh ich will be
more than sufficient for most applica-
tions. The load connections are clearly
marked on the PCB.

The microphone is connected to the
pins marked wtth the 'Input' arrow.
Observe the polartty of the microphone
element. Sockets K1 and K2 are con-
nected in sertes with the supply wires
of Lherelevant loads. The power supply
is connected to Ra.
Since the relays need only 30 rnA or

so. and the LEOs are high efficiency
types, the circuit is pretty economical.
ConsequentIy, It can be powered by an
ordinary mains adaptor capable of
supplying 12 V d.c. at 100-odd mil-
liamps. This voltage need not be regu-
lated, because the ctrcutt has tts own,
on-board, 9-V regulator. lC7.
The photograph in Fig. 3 shows Lhe

fully populated circutt board. The
board may be fitted in any suitable all-
plastic case. Because of Its relatively
small size, the choice of a suitable case
will not be too difficult. Pay attention
to electrical safety, and be sure to use
properly rated wiring to eonnect to K1
and K2. Particularly tf you want to
switch mains-operated Ioads, the use
of heavy duty insulated wire, strain re-
liefs and grammets is a must.
The microphone must be mounted

such that it has a 'free vtcw' of the
area. Although their functton is not
strictly required onee the ctrcutt is ad-
justed, LEOs 09 and 0 lD may be
mounted visibly to help you hit the
nght whistle frequency.

(950048)
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AUTO LIGHT CONTROL

Design by K.Walraven

A circuit is described that automatically adjusts the flux
from a light source (incandescent or fluorescent) in accordance

with the ambient conditions. Thus, it will increase the
luminous intensity when daylight diminishes owing
to the hour of day or heavy cloud blotting out the

sun and decrease it when dayligtit becomes brighter.

StriCtly speaking. the auto lights
contral ts a phase-angle control

unit in which the usual potentiometer
has been replaced by ltght-dependent
circuit.

Pulse-width control
The pnnctple of operation may be seen
from the block diagram of the unit in
Fig. 1. A sawtooth voltage, derived
from. and synchronous with, the mains
voltage. is applied to the non-tnverting
Input of a comparator. As lang as the
inverting input of the comparator is
low, its output will be a reetangular
pulse. Thts pulse, whtch ts tnvartably
legte high. is used to trtgger a trtac.
The pulse wtdth of the comparator

output rnay be changed by a direct
voltage at the tnverttng input. The com-
para tor will then change state when
the leading edge of the sawtooth rises
above the level of thts direct voltage.
This means that the higher the level of
the direct voltage at the inverting
input, the narrower will be the corn-
parator output pulses and the shorter
the phase (fraction) of each 50 Hz
period during which the triac is on.
The light flux of the lamp in series wtth
the triac will then decrease.
A variable dtrect-voltage source is

formed by a metering brtdge, one leg of
which ts a light-dependent resistor
(LDR). and a comparator. The direct
voltage is directly proportional to the il-
luminance on the LDR.
Note tbat the LDR should not be re-

placed by a photodiode or phototran-
sistor, because these are too sensitive
and too fast. In the present appltcation.
high sensittvtty is not required, while
high speed would make the ctrcutt
react too fast to short-duration
changes in the illumination.

Circuit description
In the circuit in Fig. 3. TI-T4 form a
zero-crosstng detector: TI reacts to the
positive half period and T2 to the nega-
tive half. Bcth transistors are off, how-

ever, when the mains voltage is ne ar
the zero crossing. Since T2. in contrast
to Tl. is driven via its emitter, T3 is
necessary to ensure that the sensitivity
for both periods 1S the same.
The ewttching of the three transis-

tors results in Junction R3-Rt;becoming
high only when the rnains voltage is at
or near a zero crossmg. The level at the
junction is inverted by T4. so that C2 is
charged via Rt;durtng the larger part of
each and every half perrod. The capacl-
tor ts. however, discharged rapidly
when the mains passes through a zero
crossing. Consequently, the potential
across C2 ts a sawtooth, which is syn-
chronous with the mains voltage. AI-
though the leading edge of the saw-
tooth is determined by apower of e.
which normally is not ideal. in the pre-
sent circuit it is fine, because it makes
the ctrcutt act faster when the mains is
at or near a zero crosstng,
The sawtooth voltage is applied to

the non-inverting input of comparator
ICIa- The inverting input is fed with the
light-dependent direct voltage gener-
ated by the circuit around IClb' The
value of R7should be about 1 k.n in op-

eratton, This value 1S not too important
as the range of PI is fairly large.
As long as the bridge is in equilib-

rtum. the output voltage of IClb re-
merns constant. If the Illuminarice on
R7 changes, the quilibrium will be bro-
ken: an tncrease results in a rise, and
areduction in a drop, of the output
voltage of IClb' Network Rt;-C3causes
IClb to function as an Integrator: the
time constant ensures that changes in
the output voltage occur gradually.

Triggering the triac
Owing to the simpltcity of the power

supply, ICI• can not provide the 5 mA
current requtred by the gate of the
tnac during the entire length of its out-
put pulses. This is remedied by astable
IC2' Basically. the triac can be trrg-
gered by a fairly small pulse. Since the
pulse-width information in the output
of ICla is contained in the onset of the
leadtng edge, it would seem possible to
convert the leading edges to needle
pulses to trtgger the trtac. After all. the
tnac is swttched off automatically every
time tbe mains passes through a zero
crossing.
The difficulty with this is that smgle

gate pulses work fine with ohmic loads,
but the transformer of a halogen lamp.
or the choke of a neon light, is an in-
ductive load. This means that the cur-
rent lags the voltage and tt may hap-
pen. therefore. that the triac is
switched off immediately after it has
been trtggered, since the current has
not had the time to reach the level of
the holding current. This would lead to
asymmetrie switchtng. which would
sooner or later result in such a large
direct CUITentthrough the transformer,
or choke, that (at best) the relevant
fuse blows.
Because of this difficulty. the tnac ts

trtggered for as long as it has to con-
duct. This is not done wtth a single,

integrator

950050· 12

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the auto light control,
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lang, pulse, but wtth a sertes of short,
discrete pulses. whtch require far less
current. These pulses (duty factor 10%)
are generated by 1C2 as long as tbe
output signal of ICla is high.
Any tri ac whose gate current need

not exceed 5 mA may be used. The
prototype uses a TIC206D. Network
R,9-C8 suppresses any voltage peaks.
Many modern triacs, which are partlc-
ularly suitable for use with tnductrve
loads, do not need this network.

Power supply
As usual in this type of circuit, power
is derived directly from the mains, that
ts. without a mains transformer. In-
stead if this, C6 functions as a sort of
a.c, series resistance. Durtng each pos-
itive half period, C7 is charged via
C6 and 03' Zener diode 02 limits the
voltage to 5.6 V and ensures that noth-
ing untoward happens du ring the neg-
ative half periods. Resistors RIS and
RI6 ensure that C7 is discharged
rapidly when the mains is switched off
to prevent dangerous situations occur-
ring. Resistor R13limits the current at
swttch-on. Inductor LI and capacitor
C6 form an effective notse suppressor.
The value of fuse Fj , which ts a

must, depends on the wattage of the
lamp connected to K2' Tbe maximum

AUTO LIGHT CONTROL

Fig. 2. Completed prototype printed-circuit board.

permissible load is 250 W. The rating
of the fuse is obtained by multiplying
the nominal current by 1.25. Thus. If a

L1 __
K2

F1

G

4

TIC206D----1f:::-...;''1 0r DIS

R2 RB

IC2

A1 G
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IC1 = TLC272
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Fig. 3. Circuit diagram 01 the auto lights control.

lamp of 100 W is used, the fuse should
be rated at 500 rnA [(100/240) x 1.25).
The maximum fuse rating should not
exceed 1.25 A. lt is advisable to use a
delayed action fuse.

The control is intended to be butlt on
the printed-circuit board in Fig. 4. The
completed prototype model is shown in
Fig. 2. Populatlng the board should
not present any difficulties. NEVER
work on the board when the mains is
swttched on: this could be fatal. When
tt ts finished, it should be fitted in a
strang plastic. or preferably high-im-
pact ABS, box, In most cases, a majns
ori/ off switch will not be needed, but if
it is, a slightly lugher box must be used
as specified in the parts list.
For safety reasons, the spindIe of

the potentiometer must be of man-
made fibre (polythene). and this must
be the only part that protrudes
through the front panel.
It is recommended that strain reliefs

are fitted to the cables connected to K]
and K2.
The LDR should be fitted in a posi-

tion where it is weil exposed to the am-
bient light through a small hole. For
safety reasons, this hole should not be
so large that a Itnger or even screw-
driver can be pushed through it. The
best way is to cover the hole with a
round piece of perspex.
The equilibrium of the metering

bridge (when the luminous intensity is
exactly as desired), ts set wtth PI' Two
points should be noted. The first is
that the light emitted by the contralIed

Construction and use



Fig. 4. Printed-circuit board for the auto light control unit.

lamp must be included in the control
and it must, therefore, also fall on to
the LDR. The second is that patience is
required when setting Pj since, owing
to the large time constant of the inte-
grator, it takes a while before the effect
of adjusting the preset becomes notice-
able. If this is unacceptable, the time
constant may be shortened by (tem-
porarily) replacing C3 by a 100 nF ca-
pacitor. Once the correct setting has
been found, mark the front panel ac-
cordingly and replace the 100 nF ca-

pacitor by the original 1 llF.

Parts list
Resistors:
Rj, R2'~' Ra = 100 kn
R3' Hg = 47 kn
~ = 15 kn
R7= LDR (see text)
Ra = 1Mn
RIO = 4.7 kn
Rll=470n
Rj2' Rj6, Rj8 = 10 kn

. Fig. 5. The completed control unit with top cover removed.

Rj3 = 1 kn, 5 W
Rj4, Rj5 = 470 kn
Rj7 = 68 kn
Rj9=470n, 1W
Pj = 2.2 kn linear potentiometer, with
polythene or similar spindie (see text)

Capacitors:
Cj = 10 llF, 63 V, radial
(:2, C5 = 100 nF
e3 = 1 llF, MKT(polypropylene)
<;;4= 1 nF
C6= 150 nF, 630 V
<;;,7= 100 llF, 10 V, radial
<;8 = 47 nF, 630 V

Semiconductors:
I?j = BAT85
D2= 5.6 V, 400 mW zener
0'3 = 1N4002
Tj, T2' T4 = BC547B
T3 = BC557
Trt] = TIC206D; BTA04-60OT(see text)

Integrated circuits:
ICj = TLC272
IC2= 555C (CMOS type)

Miscellaneous:
Lj = triac choke, 3 A
Kj, K2 = two terminal strtp for board
mounting, pitch 7.5 mm

Fj = fuse with holder (see text)
Enclosure: 120x65x40 mm (if mains
switch not used) or 120x65x65 mm (if
mains switch used)
PCB Order No. 950050 (see p. 70)

[9500501

o

950050-F

Fig. 6. Suggested front panel
(not available ready made).
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--INSULATED GATE BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS (IGBTs)
By our Editorial Staff

Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistorsare being used more and more
widely. Modern drive system engtneer.
ing would not be the same without
these devices.
IGBTs are ideally suited to appli-

cations where high voltages coupled with
high currents must be switched. They
are found in voltage converters. heavy-
duty control circuits and audio power
amplifiers. The first project that used
IGBTs was published in this magazine in
December 1994 (l-to-3 phaseconverter).
Noteworthy properties ofIGBTs are the

ease ofvoltage contrcl and the low lasses
at high voltages. These charactertsttce
make one think of power MOSFETS.
However, the effective on-rcststance of
IGBTs Is stgrufrcantly lower than thatof
MOSFETs.The relevant symbols and equtv-
alent circuits of n-doped and p-doped
IGBTs are shown in Fig. 1.Note, however,
that the symbols are (not yet) world-stan-
dardized. so that others may be en-
countered.
When the gate-emttter potential ex-

ceeds the threshold. VGElth), a collector cur-
rent flows. The current amphftcatton.
lc/ lG. ofan IGBT, ts very high: 109, which
is possible because the gate currcnt only
needs to charge the effecttve input ca-
pacitance (tgnortng the tiny leakage cur-
rents through the gate oxide).Perhaps more
appropriate is the transconductance,
Me/ Ll.VGE (see Fig. 2). The definitions of

saturation and linear range are the same
as for standard bipolar transistors.

Construction of IGBT
An IGBT constats of a heavily boron-
doped substrate (P+). which is fused on
to the collector, on which a phosphorus-
doped n-eptiaxiallayeris deposited. The
gate and emitter are epitaxial layers
formed by a high-resolution n-channel
OMOS process. Since the transistor there-
fore obtams an n-p-n-p structure, like a
silicon-controlled rectifier (SCRJ, a p+
diffusion layer is inserted tnto the cen-
tre of the device. This layer reduces the
currentamplification ofthe upper n-p-n
transistor and prevents any latch-up ef-
feets of the SCR. Without It, the IGBT
would cut off at high currents owing to
the breakdown of the gate contro!.
Aseparate p-base regten permits in-

dependent control ofthe threshold volt-
age at the gate during the onset of con-
duction.
The maximurn permitted reverse volt-

age is determined by the thickness and
resistance ofthen-epitaxiallayer, which
is optimized fora minimum forward volt-
age.

Switching characteristics
IGBTs (and power MOSFETS) have a gate-
emrtter threshold potential, VGElth), and
a capacitive reactance. To make these
devices conduct, that is, before a collec-
tor current can flow, it is necessary for
the input capacitance to be charged to a

COLLECTOR
C

COLLECTOR
C

COLLECTOR COLLECTOR
C C

, ,
EMITIER EMITTER

950005 - 11

Fig. 1. Graphical symbol and equiva-
lent circuit of n-lGBTs and p-IGBTs.

t

_----- I'NCREASINIl.:... GATE
VO\.TAGE•

VCE COLLECTOR-EMITTER VOLTAGE M ___
950005· 12

Fig. 2. Output charactertstics
ofan IGBT.

2 500

950005 -19

Fig. 3. Construction of an Insulated Gate BipolarTransistor.

Fig. 4. Safe Operating Area (SOA)durtng normal
operation and when the IGBT gets switched off.

(peak values of lC and VCE shown).
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voltage that exceeds VOElth)' To switch off
an IGBT, a resistor, RoE, between gate and
emltter is required, via whtch the input

......... 1 REVERSEI CHARACTERlSncS
FORWARD

CHAAACTERISlJCS

Fig, 5. Parametersof the
collector characteristics.

Fig. 6. Temperature dependence
of VCE and VOE1th).

MOSFET Turn Off

.: tl1 : ~

Vf ._._.~_~~_.L-._._.:,<~'.~~~....
Bipolar
Turn Off
'n

,,,
.-'

- -- - --~--- -- -----:----
I J[ ][ --+,

noootI-IG

Fig. 7. vartous phases in the
switching off of an IGBT.

capacitance can be discharged. The min-
imum valueof Rm: ts specified in thedata
sheet of the relevant IGBT,
An IGBT has a peak controllable col-

lector current that is dependent on the gate-
emitter du/dttransient. The higher this
ratio, the lower the controllable collector
current.
Because of its const:ruction, the switch

on and switch off times of an IGBT are in-
fluenced by the gate-erntrter tmpedance.
This impedance is much lower as that of
apower MOSFET handltng comparable
voltages and currents. An IGBTis switched
on by a positive potential on the gate and
cmtttcr tenninals. When VGE is greater than
VOElth), [which in switchingapplications is
always the case), a collector currentflows.
The swttch-off behaviour of an IGBT

is a mixture ofthat ofa standard bipolar
transistor and that of apower MOSFET.The
switch-off time is determined by three
different stages: I,11,and 11,inFig, 7. Durtng
the first phase, the gate-emitter voltage
drops untiI the onset of the Miller effect
[gate-collector capacitance) and VCE rises.
The second phase is typified by a constant
gate potential [Miller effect). During this
phase, the rising collector-emitter volt-
age causes a diminishing gate capact-
tance and a reversaJ ofthe gate polartty.
Thereupon, the emttter voltage rtses to a
peak value, whtch is determined by the
drive ctrcutt. The final phase consists it-
self of stages: [a] the [very short) switch-
offtime, /{]'oftheMOSFET,and [b) Iherather
longer switch -off tIme, tf2.of the bipolar
tranststor. The latter time does not COID-
mence until the MOSchannel is off and
the base ofthe p-n-p transistor is open.
Owing to the various phases of the

swttch-off time, it is difficult to put a
value on the losses on the basis of the
10-90% swttch-off ttme gtven in the data
sheet. Instead, the equivalentswitch-off
time. tFleq)is taken which assurnes a lin-
ear decay of the collector current: how-
ever, the following expression gives the
actual decay time:

INSULATED GATE BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS

Ifinductive loads are switched, the swttch-
off losses are gtven by

Stnce the switch-off period of the bipo-
lar transistor part of the IGBT is really con-
stant. the duration oftheswitch-offperiod
of the MOSFETpart can be influenced by
the correct choice of RoE' The lugher the
value of this, the Ionger the swttch-off
period. In case of an Inducttve load, the
period may be protracted to such an ex-
tent that operation without a snubber
network becomes possible.
There are slow and fast IGBTs, For

applications ofslow types (d.c. and a.f.).
the minimum switch-off current is of
prime importance, whereas wtth fast
types the swttch-off characteristics should
be as linear as posstble [Flg, 9). For high-
frequency appltcanons. fast IBGTs with
small RoE should be used: this ensures
that switching los ses are kept to a min-
Imum.
The typreal Safe Operating Area [SOA)

of an IBGT is shown in Fig, 4. The device
can handle peak currents exceeding the
maximum collector direct current; this
current is limited only by the thermal
threshold and the thiekness of the con-
necting Ieads.

Sourees: 'IGBT Driver': Toshiba, March
1993.
SGS Thomson: Technical Note 1/5.
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Figo 8. Power losses at switch-off can be
assessed from the equivalent decay limes.
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Fig. 9. Swttchmg off of fast and slow IGBTs wtth
vartous values of gate-emitter resistance.



OC-OC CONVERTER
Design by W.Zeiller

There are offen occasions when a higher direct voltage
is required than an available battery can provide. In many
such cases, the circuit described can offer the solution.

It can raise 6 V to 12 V or 12V to 24 V.

"r'here are several special lCs on the
.1 market for use in d.c. to d.c, con-
verters. The present circutt, however,
uses a standard device: a stereo a.f.
arnplifier frorn SGS Thomson, which is
arranged rather differently from its
usual application.
The circutt diagram of the present

converter is gtvcn in Fig. I.The avail-
able dtrect voltage is applied to plug K2.
The doubled direct voltage is available
at socket KI. Whereas one of the prime
requirements of an audio destgn is
total freedorn of any tendency to oscil-
late. in the present application this
does not matter at all. The two ampli-
fiers contained in the Je are arranged
as a multivibrator, which provides a
reetangular voltage at a frequency of
about 5 kHz. The frequency and duty
factor are determined by tbe values of
Cj-C4·
Operation is straightforward: when

the output of one of the amplifiers, say,
pln 10, is low, capacitor Cs is charged
to virtually the level of the supply volt-
age via 01' When the multivibrator
changes state, pln lOgoes high, which
results in the output voltage [l.e ..
nearly supply voltage level) of the
arnplifier being added to the potential
across Cs. This raised voltage is used
to charge C6 via 02' This means that
the potential across C6 is a pulsating
dtrect voltage with a peak value of very
nearly double the supply voltage. Of
course, every time ptn 10 goes low, the
potential drops sharply.
The second multivibrator acts in the

same way. but in 'antiphase' as tt were.
Tlus means that when ptn 10 goes low,
pin 8 goes high. Thcrefore, when the
potential across Cs begins to drop, C7
is being charged to almost double the
supply voltage. Since the potential
across C7 ts also used to charge C6 (via
D3). the voltage across C6 is thus nicely
'troned out'.
The aim of the circutt has been

reached: the potential across C6 is con-
stantly at a level of double the supply
voltage (or very nearly so) and no
langer shows a pulsating character.
There ts. of course, same voltage

loss In diodes Dj-D4• and also owmg to
the saturatton voltage of the output

transistors in ICt, but these combined
losses do not amount to much.
Networks Rj-Cg and R2-CIQ are

Boucherot networks that are indis-
pensable for maintaining stability in
a. f. amplifiers.

Construction
The converter is intended to be built on
the printed-circuit board shown in
Fig. 2. which ts. unfortunately, not
available ready made. The construction
of the board is straightforward. Note.
however, that, although Schottky
diedes are speeified for 0}-04' stan-
dard 5 A types rnay also be used. These
will, however, lead to a greater differ-
ence between double the input and
output. If therefore, the output should
be as nearly as possible double the
input, Schottky diodes must be used.
Depending on the output eurrent.

the temperature of IC} may rise quite
appreciably. Tbis is natural, because
when the output voltage is 24 V and
the output current is 1 A, the power
output Is weil ab ave 20 W. Even as-

suming an efftctency of 80%. whieh ts,
of course, very good, the IC dissipates
at least 4 W. It can not handle this
without a heat sink (rated al 5 Kw-r;
lf the fixlng hole of the IC is carefully

drilled out frorn 3.7 rnrn to 4 rnrn, the
device can be fastened with a brass M4
bolt, whtch eonducts heat mueh better
than the usual tron M3 bolt and is,
rnoreover, insensitive to magnetic tnflu-
ences.
The introductory photograph shows

the cornpleted prototype board.
The eh oice of encJosure will depend

to a very large extent on the envtsaged
application. There is no restrietion on
any type. as long as the cooling of the
IC is not jeopardized. Note that if the
temperature of the JC rises unduly, tts
protection eireuits become active with
the result that the voltage plumrnets. It
is, of course, also possible in some ap-
plieations to build the eonverter into an
existing appliance.
Some results measured on the pro-

totype operating from a 12 V battery
are as folIows. With load currents not
exceeding 200 mA, the output voltage

01 0'

K2

6 7

C7 03

BYS26·45

9

+

04

BYS26-45

.
BYS26-45220011

'5V
11

Kl
+

C6 •4700).1
40V

BYS26-45
950061-11

Fig. 1. Ctrcutt diagram of the step-up d.c. to d.c. converter.
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remained very dose to the theor-
etical value of 24 V: actual
23.5 V. When the current in-
creased, the output voltage
dropped slowly: to 22.3 V at 1 A
and to 20.7 V at 1.4 A. The latter
figures are about the maximurn,
because output power is then
29 W. The efficiency of the con-
verter remained in all case above
80%: with an output current of
1 A. it was 85.5%.
With 12 V Input, the quiescent

current of the prototype was
about 130 mA. With a dry or
small rechargeable battery. this
needs to be taken into account;
with a car battery it is not worth
mentioning.

Parts list
Resistors:
RI• R2 = 1 Q

Capacitors:
C2. C4 = 22 nF
C5. C7 = 2200 llF. 25 V. radial
C6 = 4700 llF. 40 V. radial
Cs. Cg. CIO= 100 nF
Cl. C3 = 4.7 nF

Semiconductors:
DI-D4 = BYS26-45 (Schottky)

Integrated circuits:
ICI = TDA2004 (SGS Thomson)

Miscellaneous:
KI• K2 = 2-way terminal block, 7.5 mm
pitch

Heat sink 5 KW-l (e.g. SK106)
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DC TO DC CONVERTER

Fig. 2. Printed-circuit board for the d.c. to d.c. converter.
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Power Ie Type TDA2004
The IC used in the converter is a Type
TDA2004 tntegrated Class B stereo power
ampltfler, developed primarily for use in
motor vehicles. Operating from a 12 V
battery. it can deliver an output power
of 2 x 10 W It needs few external com-
ponents, can provide a current of up to
3.5 A. and can work into loads as low
as 1.6 Q.
ThelCishousedinan ll-pinMultiwatt

case that does not need to be isolated
from a heat sink (If used). It is known
for tts robustness and is provided with
a host of protection factltttes, which
make it proof agamst short-ctrcutts, in-
ductive loads, too high temperatures. and

~~
8
7
6
5,

-$-~,

950061-12 6

so on.
The diagram shows the pinout as

well as a typical appltcation circuit: a
complete amplifier for car radlos. which
can deliver 2xl0 Winto 2 Q.
The more important parameters are:

Peak supply voltage: 18 V
Quiescent current: typically 65 mA.
peak 120 mA (for Vb = 13.2-14.4 V)

Power output: 2x6.5 Wint04 Q; zxto W
into 2 Q (for Vb = 14.4 V)

Distortion: typically 0.2%. peak 1°10 (for
Ub = 14.4 V and RL= 4 Q)

Bandwidth (-3 dB): 35 Hz to 15 kHz
(RL=4 Q)

Peak output current: 3.5 A
Peak power dissipation: 30 W

BOOTSTRAP 1
. OUTPUT 1
+Vs
OUTPUT 2
BOOTSTRAP2
GNO
INPUT+(2)
INPUT-(2)
SVRR
INPUT+(1l
INPUT-(I)
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